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ABSTRACT
Increasingly complex technology in modarn times has changed the nature
of many "ork activities. Hechanisation and automation have served to
emphasise the import€nce of mental workload to productivity, physi.caI and
mental health. The st.udy uses a simulated routine office stocktaking task
to compare subject av« experiences of merrtal workload between traditional
pen and paper methods and the more recently developed computer techniques.
An anaIys Ls is also made of- assessments of difficulty by subjects free
to adopt a working method of their choice (ie. in a flexible environment)
and subjects whohave no freedom of working method (ie. a rigid externally
imposed working strategy). Also included is an analysis of the cognitive
strategies adopted during task performance and across the different
t.reatmerrt conditions. Research findings are of par t Lcui ar relevance to
the des ign of jobs in the moder.i office environment where human-computer
interaction is becoming increasingly prevalent, the effective design of
man-machine systems, and to the genera: field of workload research.
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CHAPTER 1 - INT e , ODUCTION
Ivorld-tdde teci:mological innovations have changed the face of both jobs
and mcdexn organisations. Computers in particular represent an extremely
powerful force, extending man's capacities to seemingly limitless levels
(Oborne , 19135). The areas in which computer systems are being int~-oduced
are constantly expanding (lvang, 1989), and 50 the nature of work in
spheres of production, education, medicine, engL.eering and social
spheres has altered.
The early applications of computers to many areas were proven unsatis-
factory, largely because of the developers' and designers' disregara for
the human e l emerrt of the system (lvang, 1989). IIi recent years, en.phas Ls
has been placed on the importance of the stu'J of the dynamics of human-
comput az Lnt er act.Lon. Such research attempts to deal with the design of
"human interactions with computers tor effective working" and "computer
interactions with humans for effective working" (Dowell and Long, 1989,
p. 1515). The accent is therefore now placed upon the interactions of
the entire system: humans, computers, the work to be performed, and the
organisation in ~J:tich it occurs (Long, 1989; Ivang, 1989).
The impact of computerisation upon clerical office work in particular has
often had a negative ilJpact. The nature of the work may change from
self-paced to comput er-paced , the oppor'tiund.t.y for socd.a l, interactions may
be reduced and the amount of control and discretion in the. planning and
execution of the work may also drop (Humfor d and Banks, 1967; Oborne,
1985; Hockey, Briner, Tattersall and Il'ietheff, 1989; Yamamoto, 1985).
The c\rop in control over their work which tray be experienced by c Ie r ice l
staff has important consequences. Hockey et. a l , (1989) claim that
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"control (buffers) the individual against the effects of excessive envi-
ronmental (or job) demands" -(p. 1402). They further hypothesise 'that a
drop in opportuniti~s for control of work may serve to increase experi-
ences of workload (a phenomenon they believe to be fundamentally 3ubjec-
tive).
The abundance of workload research serves 'to emphasise the impon:ance of
the construct. Hockey et a1. (1989) claim that workload study has im-
portant impli-::.ationsfor work stress. Hancock (l98g) states that workload
assessment can help ergonomists to compare the "fficiency of different
system designs. Kantoldtz (1987) suggest· that workload may help t.o
provide insight into the characteristics of different jobs. If workload
refers to the interaction between operator and task (Hockey et al., 1989)
then it should also provide information on the allocation of tasks between
human and computer in an adaptive computer system (Hancock and Chignell,
198i, 1989). The search for optimum loading for the operator reqUires
the consideration of human well-being, systems efficiency and task per-
formance (Hopkins, Parks, Rohmert, Rault, Soede and Sclunidtko, 1979).
The present study attempts to combine all of the. above elements. Exam-
ining the implications of the computerisation C"f a clerical task, and the
effects of different levels of personal control over work ~o be performed,
in terms of performance costs or gains for the organisation, workload
costs or gains for the individual. Cognitive strategies adopted by sub-
jects during task performan::e are discussed in terms of their importance
for the development of an interactive and flexible human-computer re-
1.ationship.
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CHAPTER 2 - Mental Workload
2.1. The definition of mental workload
Inr.rqasingly complex technology in modern times has highlighted the im-
pcz tanc e of an ef"ective man-machine i'lterf~ce. The developing sophis-
tication of man-machdr.e systems has of t ar, left the impression of the human
oper at.o r doing 1"'''-5 and less work, The 1."':t that the ope racor ' s neec1 for
physical exertion has been reduced, should not be taken as implying that
his or her worl.load has been reduced s Lmu'It.uneous Iy , Indeed, the range
of activities ::'n whicL mental load may be involved is oxpandang , The age
of information technology has resulted in extremely drdmatic changes in
tne very nature of work (Barber, 1988). Hechanisation and automation have
served to emphas Lse the importa.nce of mental w~'rkload t" productivity,
physical rul~ mental health (Kalsbeek, 1981). Since the practical appli-
cations of worklo~u are so broad, a general methoc for the application
of workload is an essential requirement.
The evaluation of the mental component of an operators' workload is im-
portant to the design of a suitable man-machine interface (Fibiger,
Christensen, Singer & Kaufmann, 1986). System's designers need to know
the performance characteristics of both the operator and the machine in
order to allocate tasks '.:letween man and machine in such a way as to
stimulate per formance and producti,vity without overloading the operators
mentally (Chiles & Alluisi, H79). Over Ioad occurs when a task demands
that an ope r atio'r perfcrm beyond tbe limit of his or her resources (Barber,
1988). This definition therefore assumes that the information processing
abilities of an employee are finite and limited. Hockey, Briner.
Tattersall and IH ethoff (1989) claim that overload can result in a
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stressed state, resulting in strain, or for example, a drop in performance
levels.
It :is important that when jobs are improved by increasing thei, i.lental
content undue work load shou Id not result (Hacker, P'lreh, Richt.az& Zimmer,
1978). If the resulting workload is unacceptable, the job will have to
be redas Lg.ied , or a more suitable schedule for rest and work will have
to be applied (Kalsoeek, 1973). It is indeed ironical as Ba:bar (1988)
states that Increas ang problems :iT' unemployment are found coupled with
excessive workload demands on workers in certain jobs.
It would seem reasonable to assume that an optimal level of workload does
exist. Co~tinual performance at such a level should serve to maintain
healthy functioning (Kalsoeek, 1981). At either side of this ideal how-
ever, are areas of both ur.derload and overload. Just as long periods of
physical underload may result in a loss of funcTion, so periods of mental
underload may impair task perf'ormance, If in.Eormation is presented at
too Iowa rate, it becomes difficult to maintain the interest and alert-
ness of the worker (Barber, 1988). Hockey et a1. (1989) state that
underload is found together with e passive or restrained response to the
environment resulting in boredom, lack of challenge and low job satis-
faction. Furthermor~. ~ low w~rkload task may simply not be performed,
resulting in a performance decrement (Curry, Jex, Levison and Stassen,
1979) • Human beings it seems, attempt to maintain a certain level of
mental activity as a norm. If this ~orm is threatened, the organism may
adopt a process of load searching or load shedding (Kalsbeek, 1981).
\Iorking in a state of overload however, may be acceptable for shor-t pe-
riods of time, but will eventually result in exhaustion (Kalsbeek 1981).
At certain times a condition of overload may merely result ...a drop in
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productivity I"hilst at others the ccns cquerices could be fatal (Barber,
1988), for example in a case of pilot overload. A situation of mental
overload may mean that more immi.nent tasks will receive the focus cf at-
tention while other tasks may be time-shared (see section 2.4.) or com-
pletely ignored (Casali & Wierwille, 1983). An overload of information
requiring assimilation may be viewed as undesirable in terms of c~era-
tional effie lCY and safety (Casali & Wienville, 1983).
Any attempt to reduce overload should however be ::areful not to r enove
elements in the task which give the individual a sense of responsibility,
fulfilment and satisfaction. Periods of high workload may contain high
intrinsic motivation I"hich is extremely sustaining for the individual
(Rolfe, 1973). As Jordan (1963) said:
"Unless a task presents a challenge to the human operator he
will not use his flexibility or his judgement, he will .:ot learn
nor will he assume responsibility, nor will he serve effi-
ciently as a manual back-up, By designing man-machine systems
for man to do least we also eliminate all challenge from the
job. Wemust clarify for ourselves what it is that makes a job
a challenge to man and build in "Chosecha l l enges .;; Jvery task,
activity and responsibilit" assigned to the hue.sn operator.
Otherwise men will not complement mar-hines but ~1ill begin to
function like a machine II (p . 165)
2.2. The measurement of mental workload
For reasons of safety, efficiency, l"age-s£!t1:ing and health, reliable
measures of mental workload quantification are therefore essential
(Hor ay , 1982). The need for measurement techniques has resulted in many
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measures, t es t i.:struments and analytical procedures, collectively 'termed
workload estimation techniques (wLTs) (Casali & Wie~'ille, 1983).
There is no universally accepted defini'tion of mental workload, and no
agr eed upon method of measurement (Moray, 1982). The specific background
of a researcher is lik0ly to determine his ~r her choice of bo'th defi-
ndt i.on and ImT, in accordance with the specific priorities, purposes and
objectives of the scudy (Barber, '.988). For example, those individuals
adopt Lng a multiple resource rnoueL of attentional a l locat.Lon view mental
workload as "rhe cost of pbrforming one task in 'terms of a reduction in
the capacity t.o perform additional tasks, given that the two 'tasks overlap
i.n their resource demands" (Kramer, Sire'laag & Braune, 1987, p. 146).
The physiologists vh'w mental workload as the 'costs" of activity, that
is -ehe biological consequences for the organism (Etcema & Zielr.uis, 1971),
and so on. The abundance of definitions which exist in t.l.e literature,
and the wide variety of WETs, has precluded any agrepment upon a theore-
tical model of mental load. The eclectic li:erature which exists in the
field makes it extremely difficult to establish general pr mc Ip l es ap-
plicable to the mental load construct (Vicente, Thornton L !'loray, 1987).
"''hat is required is a method of measurement; which takes both t.he human
and the task into consideration in an at'tempt t.o achieve an vptimal level
of workload. Berber (1980) claims that no s Lng I« set of liLTs should be
viewed as superior, but rather that difierent measures may be best suited
for different purposes. The consic?,ation of many different techniques
at this stage shou l d provide a more compl e'te ;:>icture of workload research.
Primarv task measures are based upon the simple premise that an increase
in the worklo'ld 0:[ a task will result in a corresponding drop in per-
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formance on that task (Barber, 1988). Performance criteria as measures
of mental wo:..;,loadhave long been recognised as inadequate indices. Such
measures merely state how wel l a task demand has been met without con-
sidering costs to the performer. N<:nyof today I s jobs are largely cog-
nitive in nature, and although such tasks do not display any high degree
of overt action, this cannot be tak -n as meaning that no work is done.
Performance measures are only an out?ut measure and as such can only be
viewed as an indirect index of cognitive functioning (Krame.: et al , ,
1987). Anoperator maybe able to accommodatean increase in ta5k demands
by changing his or her strategy of task completion (see section 2.4.).
Such a change would not result in a drop in gross performance measures
(such as reaction t imes or error rates), but could only be detected
through more subtle performance indices (Barber, 1988). Furthermore,
although a seemingly simple task is performed perfectly, it may feel
difficul t because of tiredness, payoffs associated with task outcomes,
or bee, .ise of the motivational state of the individual. AJternatively,
careful and clear i!lstructions and a suitable balance between speed and
accuracy may make a seemingly difficult task easy (Horay, 1982). Per-
formance measures alone are therefore inadequate indices of ope :tltor load
(Knowles, 1963), and do not allow for simple comparisons across tasks
(Barber, 1988). Thus in addition to these mea~ur~s, it is import an: to
assess the various costs of performance to the operator (Rolfe & Lindsay.
1973) .
Another ImT which is largely limited to overt J:.)dy action is the usc, of
observer ratinll§.. The assessment of workload is easily contaminrted by
the stress of intrusion. Intrusion is an undesirable and artificial
change in performance, which is attributable to the use of a ~~T, its
related prccedur e and/or associated apparatus (Casali ¢< liierwille, 1984).
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The intrusive nature of observer ratings can be reduced by the use of an
observer well trained in the task being perfc.::med, and familiar Idth the
workplace. The apparatus used by the observer include checklists, film
records and tape recordings. The method again assumes tha~ workload can
be measured through observable activities s-ich as body movementor speech.
'I'll" method can tilerefore not take account f mental activities which have
an essentially covert nature, and constitute an important part of mental
load (Philipp, Reiche & Kirchner, 1971; Rolfe, 19i3). Rolfe (1973) states
that the load of a task is a combination of that load engendered by the
task plus the cap~bilities and experience of the operator. Workload is
therefore both objective and subjective. Since this method is an attempt
to objectify workload measurement, it would seem that as a technique it
is incomp12te, lacking the abillty to assess any type of subjective ex-
perience of workload.
Another attempt at objective measurement can be found in the frequent
ubage of physiological indices of mental load. The rationale for the use
of physiological measures is largely based in tbe analogy often draen
between mental and physLcal workload (Barber, 1988). For the purposes
of this WETmental ...:orkload is deiined as being the effect of largely
non-physical behaviour which is measurable by changes in physiological
variiLbles. A further rationale for tI,e use of physiological measures is
based in an information processing perspective. It is assumedthat a pool
of information pro~essing resources exists which varies in size. In-
creased task demands result in increased phYSiological activities par-
ticularly of the central nervous system in an attempt to increase the size
of the resource pool. Suitable physiological \iETs should therefore re-
flect a cbange in the mental demandsof 'csk (Barber, 1988).
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In such measurement it becomes extremely important to distinguish bet.Yeen
variable change&caused by-mental and physical workload (Fibiger et al.,
1986). This dif£iculty in identifying mental ra~her than physical load
suggests the need for mul.tIpl e physiological measures (Williges &
Wierwille, 1979). The nature of the apparatus required for physiological
measurement leads us to question the unobtrusive nature of the technique,
which in turn suggests the contamination of resul t.s due to intrusive WETs.
It is however appropriate to consider certain of these physiological
measures in closer detail.
The frequency of heartbeat represents a commonlyused l/ET. Heart rate
is however also used a measure for other parameters, including oxygen
intake, temperature and so on. As such, it acts as an integral over a
number of factor" which combine to preserve homeostasis I\'ithin the
organism (Strasser, 1981). In manymonotonousworking conditions, motor
activity does not represent a major component;of the task, and .in such
cases heart rate is not a particularly suitable ~~T. Concentration and
mental load do not nec~ssarily serve to increasB the metabolic rate, and
therefore need not affect heart frequency. Periods of psychological
stress serve to increase heart rate for only a very short duration
(Str~sser, 1981). As a measure therefor~ heartrate becomes particularly
difficult to interpret.
A related physiological measure is the sinus arrhythmia. The sinus
a=rhythmia is a measure of the irregularity in the heart-rate pattern.
The heart-rate pattern of normally hea)thy subjects at rest is irregular,
and this phenomenonis termed sinus arrhythmia. PhYSical workload tends
to raise the level of the subjects heart rate and reduces the sinus
ar rby chmf.a, Increasing meut('l' wcrk, for example the number of decisions
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an individual must mcke, diminishes the sinus arrhythmia ;.;ithout affect-
ing the individual's heart.rate (Kalsbeek, 1968). Kalsbeek (1964, 1968,
1973, 1981) has worked extensively with this technique.
~lost organisms do not operate at their full capaci ty on a continual basis.
It has been postulated that sinus arrhythmia represents the amount of
unused reserve capacity within the organism (Kal sbeek , 1973). Acomplete
suppression of the sinus arrhythmia ;.;auld therefore indicate that there
is no reserve capacity left unoccup~ed. This complete suppression has
only been shown for short pe.riods, after which sinus arrhythmia reappears
qnd subjects tend to make errors. This reserve capacity therefore seems
to exist to cope with periods of peak load with a sudden increase in the
amount of information tQ be processed. It could therefore also be termed
emergency capaci.ty IKaIsbeek , 1973).
Strasser (1981) has said that sinus arrhythmia is valid in situations and
tasks where the level of mentel load demandedis undefined or <1.' ffuse (as
m real-life situations). He also suggests that sinus arrhyr lia seems
to indicate the degree of effort the suhject uses to fulfil task demands.
Onz,e agafn this t echndque requires further laboratory calibration, and
presents tremendous difficuJ.ties in interpretation - the most important
question being whEt changes in heart rate actually mean. At present
therefore, the generalis ability of the technique to the workplace seems
limited. Furthermore t..,e intrusive nature of the t.echndque argues against
this IVET'5 sui'tability in the workplace.
The measurement of adrenaline excretion o. a technique of workload as-
sessment is supported by it.s positive and significant c.orrelation with
self"assessed mental workload (Fibi~er ct al., 1986). Such measures are
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complicated however by the fact that physical effort as well as mental
exertion can confound results. For this reason, variations in adrenaline
levels cannot be used as an isolated measure of mental workloed (Fibiger
et al., 1986). A further problem with this technique is that adrenaline
measures are not continuous, a problem shared by the technique of meas-
uring catecholamines in urine (St.rasser, 1981). Fibiger et .:3.1. (1986)
found cauecho Iemi.nes to be of use in I<'orkloadassessment. Strasser (1981)
claims them to be of possible value in determining physi~al or emotional
reasons for an increased heart rate. Such measures may however differ
in the time they take to respond to a change in wcrk load and in the ·.~.me
requ. i ed for recovery after response (Hamilton, Nulder, Strasser and
Ursin, 1979).
A gene r aI problem l.;ith physiological \llETsconcerns the intrusive nature
of the apparatus required for measurement. - for example the electro-
encephalogram. Ii wide variety of both environmental and subj ect ave fac-
tors can result in changes in both phys Lcal and mental activity, which
may in turn affect the physiological respons . of the subject, causing
great difficnlties in interpretation (Rolfe, 1973). Performance of any
task is accompanied by a v:..riety of paraon.i I and enva ronment.c l stressors
making it difficult to associate changes in ~hysiolog~cal variables and
the mental demands imposed by the task directly (Barber, 1988). For all
of the reusons discussed above therefore, physiological measurement seems
to remain little more than a reliable source of concomitant r.aterial
(Rolfe, 1973). Even when multiple physiological measures are used
(\Hlliges & '.\ierwille, 1979) a complete and thorough understanding of the
task situation may be necessary for the interpretation of results (Rolfe,
1973).
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~e possible existence of a field OL reserve mental capacity led to the
" elopment of a wide variety of \ISTs based on a dual or secondarv task
These tec.hniques assume an upper limit on the ability of the
}.umdUopexat.or to gather and nrc-cess information, As workload increases,
spare capacity decre.:= es until a point C'f over l oad is reached (\\illiges
& Wietv;ille, 1979), \I'elford (1978) has suggested t ha t when capacity ex-
ceeds demand, pez fo rmanca is limited by demand, but when demand exceeds
capacity, per Ecrmance is limited by capacity, Spar l1f'r:tal capacity may
then be view~d as the ~otal workload capacity of the subject and the ca-
pacity required for task performance (\I'i11iges & \\'ienl'ille, 1979), By
measuring individual's remaining spare capacity , ar, indication is gained
of the mental load involved in task performance (Kal sbeek , 1968), \o/hen
n0 spare mental capacity remains, workload reaches a point of overload,
and the task demands exceed the workload capaci"'" of the subject,
The basic underlying as sumpcIor of these techniques, a constant work losd
capac rty , has been questioned (Welford, 1968j Kahneman , 1973j \O/i11ige5 &
Wierw.i.lle, 1979). Navon and Gcpher (1977) claim behavioural data demon-
strating the vari<:>bility in an individual's workload capac i ty , An in-
crease in workload may cause an increased level of arous al in the
individual, makf ng new resources available and a I l ow.;..g him or her to
perform at a level higher than before (Navon & Gophar , 19;(9). Capacity
should be neither underestimated or overestimated by using po aks and
valleys of pezformance as a guide, It seems safer to state tha~ the
system "allocates not its capacity but whet ever amount of resources ii:
fi::1ds apt at the moment to inves1:" (Navon I> Gopher, l!i79, p . 229), If
it is true that there is a "soft upper lim;t" Oil ment?1 capacity (Siegel
& ({cIfe, 1969) it is dear that meesurement s can be expacued to be in
error by the same amount a~ the f Iuct uat.fons in ~he limit (liilliges &
liier",ille, 1979).
The dual task method of measurement, or the use of secondary loading
tasks, involves comparing ':".heperformance on a task when performed aIcne ,
to that when it is performed Ir, combination with another task. The sub-
ject. is asked to perform a secondary task at t:he same time as the main
task, and this serves to absorb the spare nent al capacity. If a task is
primary. its performance should be maintained at a ~;et level. Varying
the difficulty of eit~er of the two tasks should only lead to a reduction
in secondary task performance, unless the primacy task become~extremely
difficul t and the previous performance level cannot be realistically
maintained (Navan& Gopher, 1979).
The dual task methods do unfortunately possess a number' of manifest de-
fe~ts. Firstly, the technique is extremely intrusive, and it often be-
comes unclear as to whether performance decrements are due to limitations
on information processing, interferences due to the measurement tech-
nique, or both (Lindholm & Sisson, 1983). A second related problem,
concerns the ethical considerations of applying an intrusive technique.
In situations where the decrement in primary task performance could en-
danger the operator, the method cannot be applied, for example in an
aeroplane cockpit. For this reason Lindholm and Sisson (1985) suggest
that. the method would be best appl Led in a simulation' envdronment where
the subject's safety would not be comprumised. Amore general limitation
of the secondary task \,'ETs is that of the validity of the results. It
would seem that the major part of research with tris technique has dealt
tdth laboratory ox simulation enyironments, thus limiting evadence for
the generalisabllity of the w'ET(liilliges & l\'ierlo;ille, 1979).
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The original dual task method developed about the hypothesis of a limited
single channel for information processing (Welford, 1959; Kalsbeek, 1968)
(see Figure 1). Kalsbeek's (1968) model visualises the central informa-
tion handling systems in man as a single-channel funct:ion. The :i.den-
tific&tio'1 mechanisms are where incomb.g signals are recognised and
coded; the choice-making mechanisms are responsible for decisions; moni-
toring mechanisms are responsible for output; and the corrective feedback
loop is responsible for accuracy (Weiner, 1982). Kalsbeek (1968) argues
that the cho Lce-mak ing mechanisms are the slowest since decisions can only
be made after an ~ntire sequence of information has been considered, and
not every event requires that a decision be made. This decision-making
mechanism therefore seems largely responsible for the time taken to
process information. Because of the slowness of this sub-system, menta)
load has often been assessed through the manipulation of the number of
choices to be made per minute.
TIlis hypothesis of a single processing channel implies t:hat:only one in-
coming signal can be dealt with at a time. The prediction therefore de-
veloped that two independent tasks would take the same or more time than
the simple sum of the times needed to perform the tasks separately
(Leplat, 1978). Data have however disputed this prediction reSUlting in
two hypotheses: that the two tasks could be co-crdinated so as to con-
stitute one only CKalsbeek, 1964): or that certain operations necessary
to the tasks could be performed in parallel rhe recy saving time (Welford,
1968). The two hypotheses rest upon a similar principle, namely that an
individual is capable of per formdng a co-ordinating or t:ime-sharing
process so as to allow for the redistribution of those mental capacit:ies
he or she has available. Moray (1982) st:ated that if two precesses have
heterogeneous control laws, then having two tasks rather than one will
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have little effect on performance c.rI\'orkload, In an attempt to prevent
t.hese time-saving processes. from occurring, the dual t ask method as no"
used, attempts to ensure that the two tasks presented are entirely inde-
pendent of each other. It may still be the case however, that the. extra
load of ~he secondary task may encourage the operator to adopt a change
of strategy w".J.chI\'illdistort the results. It f s after a" the selection
of the most efficient strategy that constitutes skill (Welford, 1978).
Bloem and Damos (1985) claim three sources of individual differences in
the performance of mu lt aple tasks: firstly that performance may be limited
by the quantity of resources available for allocation to a task; second
that there may be differences in the policies used to determine the al-
location of resources to tasks; and third that there may be individual
differences in thE! ability to process information.
The first of these three svurces is again concerned .,ith the 'lotion of
residual capacity. Bloem ru.dDamos (1985) however, argue the advantages
of a multiple-resource model, in which mental resources are qualitatively
different. Each resource is assIgned to a. specific process (for example
spatial processing as a verbal proc.essing). If this is the care , per-
formance on a primary task wi)l not be affected by the introduction of a
secondary task which requires the attention of a different resource pool.
This represents an interesting development, highlighting an inherent
contradiction with modern dual task methods. As stated above, more recent
research in the area specifically attempts to ensure the presentation of
two entirely independent tasks so as to avo id parallel or shared proc-
cssLig , According to the multiple resource models, thi.s should result
in no decrement in performance, thereby providing no workload index. As
Barber (1988) states, if the two tasks draw on sepa,ate resource puols,
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the dual task method fails to provide a valid measure of the workload
imposed by the primary task. According to the multiple-resource models,
if two tasks overl ap in terms of their resource demands, performance of
tile first will reduce the capacity available to perform the second (Kramer
et al., 1987). Tasks utilising rhe same processing resources will
therefore be more poorly time-shared than tasks which calIon different
resource pools (Kramer et al., 1987) (see section 2.4.).
As an individual becomes more skilled in the performance of a task, he
or she shou Id be able 1:0 cope more readily vlith the s cr-ass of time.
Philipp et al. (1971) found subjective ratings of the dimensions 'ser.ess
of eime' and 'diffi~ulty of the control task' to be positively and sig-
nificantly correlated. Difficulty does seem to be dependent upon the
amount of time available (Philipp et al., 1971). Senders (1979) went so
far as to state that Idthout the dimension of time stress, a task will
not produce subjective feelings of mental load. Time stress is a method
of measurement based on the framework of queuing theory, that is the
probability t.hat the server (human operator) will be busy when the cus-
tomer (signal or message) arrives (Horay , 1982). Queuing theory in turn
is just one of the more formal \\I£Ts (Barber, 1988). Such measures are
applied by syst~ns and control engineers who are largely concer~ed with
the formal properties of the task. Since only a small proportion of tasks
can be classified mat.hemat.Lc.al Iy , the scope of ehis class of measures is
limited (Barber, 1988).
The use of time stress in a HETis not however a simple matter. As I,elford
(1978) stated, the relationship between speed and accuracy appears to ~~
a reciprocal one. The balance is likely to d~?end among other th~ngs.
on the cost of errors, cost of time and the bene fLt s of correct res; <nses ,
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Increased stress due to lack of time may merely result in thE. adoption
of a lower performance criterion by the operator. Time is spent on the
extracting of information to make decisions for action or inaction. If
an accuracy requirement is not too high, the individua: may not wait
sufficiently long to acquire precise information, or may not monitor the
results of the action (~loray, 1982). The degree of precision required
therefore influences Loac.. Tul ga (1987) found the relationship between
performance and workload to represent the classic inverted-U shape (see
Figure 2). He also found II trade-off between speed and accuracy. In-
creased load resulted in Increased performance until such tjme as load
exceeded the individual's processing abilities. At this time performance
dropped, and as the subject adopted a lower standard of performance,
subjective workload also decreased (Tulga, 1978). This drop in the level
of aspiration has been termed "a motivational process of coping with load,
(aimed at reducing or preventing) the onset of fatigue" (Hacker et aI.,
1978, p. 191). Conrad (1951) suggested that speed stress is the reaction
of the individual performing the task which results in a drop in per-
formc\1ce. This differs from load stress (for example in.creasing the
number of visual stimuli) which is a change in the nature of the task
rather than the individual, and w{luld increase reaction time simply be-
cause of the increase in visual scanning required.
It seems that both performance and workload depend upon the interaction
of at least four factors, namely task demands, the performer's capaciti2s
or abilities, the cognitive strategi~s used, and the selection of an ef-
ficient strategy When a range exists (cognitive strategies will be dealt
wit:h again illsection 2.5.).
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The organisation of s tz at eg ias into schema or hierarchies serves to
rationalise work and reduce load (Hacker et a1., 1978). Kalsbeek (1968)
hypothesises that as task demands increase, the individual shifts to
successively more simple reve ls of organised behaviour. Teiger (1978)
also hypot.hes is es a com?lex system of adjustmants between
psychophys Lo Iog i.ce.I functions in response to task requirements. He de-
fines mental load as the cost of making such adjus tment.s . Sperandi.o
(1971) argues that the analysis of operative processes holds three ad-
vantages:
1. In terms of the hypothesis that the operator changes strategy to
achieve a workload lavel compatible y,'ith his or her single channel
capacity limit (Kalsbeek, 1961l), t.he pc irrcs of change of operative
strategies represent a workload scale;
2. The study of nhes e processes demonstrates the degrees of freedom
adopted by the individual and the flexib'_lity allowed by the task;
3. The changes in strategy and the motivations for such changes proviae
information vital to the field of human engineering.
IIork10ad can therefore be viewed as a funct ion of the operative strategy
selected.
As has been demonstrated above, the f acncxs Io."hich impinge upon mental
workload are copious, together making the constrUC1: so difficclt to de-
fine, pin-down and measure. Even factors which appeal' to be on t.he pa-
r Iphery of a task can exert a dominant Lnf l uenca on 1:1'.eoperator, his or
her performance, and system efficiency (Rolfe, 1973). Factors affecting
workload include: requiremen1:s of the task (time available, rigidity in
working schedulL, uniformity of content. num~=r of alternative solutions,
quality of data, probability of failure); anatcmical factors (biometric
considerations, fatibue, organic changes); physical surroundings (amount
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and layout of workspace, thermal, mechanical, visual and biomechanical
aspects); psychological fact')rs (level of skill, methods of adjustment,
personality factors, attitudHs, motivation, expectancies, level of aspi-
ration); and social factorG :working rules, aspects of the organisation,
social conr act.s l working r elat ionshfps , amount of travel, leisure activ-
ities) and so on (Borg, 1.978; Fisher, 1986; LepLet , 1978; ~Ioray, 1982).
The eX1;remely broad range of factors which impact upon mental load makes
it clear that the sheer ccmpIexf ty of the construct denies any simple
solution.
:.J. Subjective mental workload
Perhaps one of the simplest methods of assessing workload is to use a
subjective measuring tool. As has been discussed above, the level of load
an individual experiences w:1enperforming a task is partially determined
by che subject I s own particular experiences and capabilities. This serves
to highlight the fact that the mental workload ~,.,nstruct is at the very
least part subjective (Rolfe, 1973). Subjective ratings are the only
source of informatior about the subjective impact of a task (Hart and
Staveland, 1988). This type of measure has been used extensively in the
assessment of pilot and aircrew wor~:load (Casali & \,'iendlle, 1983; Rolfe,
1973; Rolfe & Lindsay, 1973; liierwillr_ and Connor, 1983; lI'illiges &
Wi&rwille, 1979; and so on). Subjective opinions may be acquired through
the use of any of a number of possil:>l.'l tools including: psychometrically
def Ir-ed r at Lng scales; structured questionnaires; open-ended question-
naires; and structured and unstructured interviews (\{Bliges & Iherwille,
1979). The subjects themselves, using these ques t i.onna i r es and rating
scales, describe qualitatively and quarrc tt at Ive ly t.he work done in 'terms
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of the load imposed and the effort required to perform the task (Rolfe &
Lindsay, 1973), A major advant age of subjective techniques is that tL ,y
recognise that mental workload is a human-ccrrt r ed r at he r than a task-
centred c~~struct (Vicente, Thornton & Moray, 1987), welford (1978) ac-
knoc Ledgee that if the individual is given the opportunity tic comment
, spontaneously upon what he or [he exper renc-rd , valuable information can
be gleaned which may lead to a deeper insight into, and a greater under-
standing of task demands, operators I capacities and cognitive strate.gies
selected for use, These tec'4~iques theretore attempt to assess the sub-
jective costs of perfor[!lance to the individual (Borg, 1978).
As discussed above ; any reliable WETshould be assessed in terms of its
sensitivity and its intrusiveness (Casali & '.Herwille, 1983). A sensitive
WETis able to discriminat~ between different levels of mental workload
validly, it must not respond to variations in extraneous task variables,
for exampl~ physical movement (Casali & Wierwille, 1984). A WETshould
not be intrusive, that is the t ecbnaqua , procedure or apparatus for
measurement should not of itself conta lte results by affecting an un-
desirable change in task performance (Casali & lI'ierv:ille, 1983).
In a series of experiments (Cas a l I & Wierwille, 1982, 1983 and 1984;
Rabimi £. Wie~il1e, 19B?; \\ierViille ar J Connor, 1983), subjective rating
scales were continually found ':':> l)e amongst the most highly sensitive
techniques selected, as well as being relacively unobtrusive to use, In
1979 Hicks and lI'ierwille compared rating s caIes with techniques of priMary
task rerformance, secondary task~. occlusion and physiological measures,
The rating scales specifically provided a sensitive measure of workload
and resulted in ve.ry little intrusion (\;'illiges & liierwille, 1979). Hany
of the subjective rating scales an existence are concerned with the
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workload imposed by tasks involved in the flying of an air~raft. It has
been recommended that these scales should be adapted and used for the
assessment of workload in more !;eneral tasks (Horay, 1982; Skipper, Rieger
&. Wierwille, 1986).
The ,~.:lvantages of the subjective techniques are numerous. They are in-
expensive, unobtrusive, easily administered, readily transferable to a
wide range of tasks, convenient, require no additional hardware, and have
high intra" and Irrter+subj ect; r el Labi Li ty (Casali &. IHerwille, 1983 and
1984; Gartner & Murphy, 1976; Hicks and Wierwille, 1979; Rolfe and
Lindsay, 1973). Hockey et al. (1989) found subjective ratings to be suo
perior to performance measures and physiological measures. They rated
the three techniques according to their sensitivity to changes in demand,
diagnosticity (distinguishing between effects of different kinds of de-
mands) and their suitability (for use in a computer working environmelt).
Figure 3 demonstra~es these ratings.
The techniques do however hold a few disadvantages. Until recently cer"
tain scale developers failed to fo11ol>'rigorous psyc.hometric procec.ures
during scaIe cOX",':ruction (lHlliges &. IHer"..ille, 1979). This f l av has
however oeen partially negated thr?ugh the repeated deraonacrut aons of
both ths relic:bili ty and valiai ty of the techniques as dascussed a aove,
Subjective ratings are als(.) subje-;t to the experience of tne rater. In-
itially a task may seeffidifficult, and so workload ratings will be high.
After learning however ratings of Ivorklcad drop (Ba.inbr+dge, 1978). This
problem is termed adaptLvLtiy , If w'orkload is viewed as a human-centred
rather than a task-centred construct (Vicente et al., 1987), then it is
the t,orklolid experienced by tile individual r at ner than the workloud im-
posed by the task that should be empnasLsed . In '.h;..; case, any wo::kload
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rating should be expected to vary in accordance Idth such variables as
experience and ability across individuals. A third problem with self-
rating techniques is that an operatol mayconfuse mental and physical load
CHicks IXIi ierld11 e, 1979). In tasks where there is very little physical
effort exerted, this should not be the case. Furthermore, subjective
ratings may be affected by morale, satisfaction or by f3c:;ors on the pe-
riphery of the task such as long hours of work or t ...me away from horne
(Rolfe, 1973). This problem may be difficult to overcome, but such con-
ditions should be coptrolled for as far as is possible. Also, it is ar-
gued that an individual may simply not be aware of his or her degree of
mental load (lHlliges IX\iierwille, 1979). However, if the rating scales
ar e unambiguous, and are cIear in their definition of the workload di-
mensions, then most individuals should have little difficulty in provid-
ing responses which would allow for both quantification and cOMparisons
(Rolfe IXLindsay, 1973). Finally, as verbal daca , subjective ratings are
limited in that only information in short term memoryor retrievable from
long term memorycan be accessed for report. Unretrievable information
c~ not therefore be rated (Ericsson and Simon, 1980; Damos, 1988).
The advant.ages of subjective techniques do however far outweigh the dis-
advantages - particularly if the researcher chooses to adopt a human-
centred appvoach to workload. The subjective t echnaque is often used in
corrjunct Lo.r t>'ith other indices to provide a broader basis for comparison
n,~llige', & \\·ie~"I...ille, 1979). In particular the inten'iew methods are
used tc provide supplementary and corroborative information, since they
are more intrusive and less refined (I\'illiges I:t. \,"ien,ille, 1979). Jex
(1988) cl a f!1S that the subjective workload measure is xhat measure against
which ell objective techniques must be. calibrated. Rating scales should
however be \'iet,ed as central to any workload arrvcs't Lgat.Lon (Vicen1:e et
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al., 1987), since "if the person feels loaded and effortful, he is loaded
and effortful, whatever the behavioural and performance measures rna:,
show" (Jobannsen , ~Iordy, Fe.. , Rasmussen, Sanders & l\ickens, 1979, p . 105).
Gopher and Braune (D84) claim that a subjective rating r epr esent.s a
conscious judgemE.nt by the individual regarding the difficulties experi-
enced during task perfo-:mance. It seems relevant to consider on what
factors such a judgement is based.
Tasks used in tile analysis of workload are generally created by re-
searchers and are assumed to provide a sFecific degree of workload vari-
ation in a specific. direction (Conway, 1988; Hart and Bartolussi, 1984).
The sensitivity of a workload assessment technique is assessed through
its ability to detect the different levels of workload which have been
determined a priori b.y the researcher (Vidulich and Tsang, 1986). Al-
though the inability of a measure to assess such a workload variation may
lead to its incorrect rejection as a t.echnf.que, the implications may
str~~ch further. Since th~ a priori determination of workload levels is
based on a face value analysis of the task, it is possible that subjects
may be responding to similar factors. A subjective assessment may be
based on the formal properties of ? task (Gopher and Braune, 19B4), and
its Lncr c.as arrg complexity rather than an int.rospective analysis of work-
load. It would seem that the 'cognitive validi.ty· of the subj ect ave
~'orkload technique requires further Lnvest Igat Lcn.
A!;stated above (section 2.2.) different KETswere developed in accordance
\~ith 'the specific priorities, purposes and objectives of each study
(3arber, 1988), 1ne motiva'tion fer and focus of each group of tech.~iques
is therefore differe~t. Ir. recent years however, a prominent emphasis
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in workload research has been the dissociation between '~he findings of
different kinds of techniques. Subjective workload measures in partic-
ular have been compared to performance measures (Derrick, 1981 ;
Eggemeier, Crabtree, Zingg, Reid and Shingledecker, 1982; Vidulich and
!,'ickens, 1986; ilickens and Yp.h, 1962, 1983; Yeh and Wickens, 1988). Al-
though in most cases reHable hut low correlations are found bet:ween the
two techniques (Ii::'ckensand Yeh, 1982) this is net eIuays the case.
Goph<'r and Bra~~e (1984) argue that the original thrust of workload re-
search was to predict performance. Since subjective measures do not al-
ways correspond to behavioural measure& they should not be used (Gopher
.snd Br aune , 1984). Such a conclusion is nowever extreme, and it is untrue
to say that work loac' research only came into exd st ence to predict per-
formance since the welfare and comfort of the individual experiencing the
load was also recognised as important. The different workload techniques
were originally developed from specific and separate orientations. Since
the multi-faceted nature of workload was stressed, it came as no surprise
to researchers that results from the different measures did not always
correspond. The recent stress on dissociat~on suggests that researchers
are assuming that the techniques under scrutiny are testing the same el-
ements vf the workload construct. The subjective rating scales were de-
veloped to include the human element not being considered by the objective
measures, i.e. the techniques were specifically developed to be differ-
ent, and it is t:hose velY differences which are now being criticised.
Derrick (1988) claims that it is clearly more than just; the objective
properties of a task which are responsible for workload sco.es. As the
operato~ is an essential part of the system, a system designer must cen-
sider the load he or she will experience (Derrick, 1988). Both per form-
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ance and sUbjective measures should therefore be employed and considered
by system designers wher..evaluating and selecting a svs t em . Furthermore,
with aut.omat.Lon often reduc Ing the role of the human operator to super -
vds Lon or monitoring, measur abla performance is dropping. The need for
a workload measure thot is independent of performance, such as a subjec~
tive rating scale, is th'~refore increasing (Vidulich, 1988).
2.4. The processing of i!lformation
In the above sections of this chapter, terms such as 'skill', 'processing
resources', 'information processing' and 'cognitive strategies' have been
used without further explanation. In this section, an attempt will be
made to clarify and expand upon these concepts.
Fundamental to any explanation of how humans think and function a.sthe
assumption that thp.brnin is considered to be the processor of information
(Barber, 1988), that is that part of ourselves responsible for the re~
ception, analysis and response to stimuli in our external snvi ronmurrts.
Barber (1988) attempts to collect earlier theoretical models of how humans
process information in his extended model (see Figure 4).
At this stage it seems relevant to deal with each element of the model
in turn. The basic central processes in this model attempt to explain
how information is assimilated, a decision is taken, and this decision
acted upon (Barber, 1988). However, even Sternberg (1969) when developing
such a model was aware of the arbitrary nature of the labels assigned to
each stage.
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The encoding stage of the model involves the receipt of a stimulus from
the environment, and the representa1,;ion of 1:his stimulus internally in a
suitable code. The comparison stage allows for the matching of this
stimulus to other similar representations which may have occur.red (Bar-
ber, 1956). (The importance of this stage lies in the fact that an in-
dividual who has been faced witll a similar situation before I-:ill react
to the stimulus in a manner determined by the success or failure of }>re-
vious such reactions and their out comes) , The response selection and
execution stages involve the selection of an appropriate response to the
stimulus followed by the organisation and execut Lon of said response
(Barber, 1988).
The model suggests that the information processing operations may be
modified by the concepts of memoryand at tent ion (Barber, 1988).
Baddeley (1982) de£:..nesmemoryas "the capacity for storing and ret r i.evdng
information" (p , 11). Theorists have divided memoryinto three syst,,:::,,:
sensory memory, short term memory (STN) and long term memory (LTN)
(Baddeley, 1982), (see Figure 5).
The sensory memory store does not deal with information in the way one
wo::ld expect. This store contains and remembers visual and euditory
stimuli for extremely brief periods of time. indeed less than a second
(Krech, Crutchfield, Livson, Wilson and Parducci, 1982). It is this form
of memorywhich allows us to observe a film as a moving picture rather
than as e series of still pictures. 11: also enables us to determine 1:he
direction of sounds. Memoryfor visual stimuli is termed iconic memory,
whilst m~moryfor sounds is echo~c (Baddeley, 1982).
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The S111 system alluws for the temporary storage of information (Baddeley,
1982) in an unpro~essed sta~e (Barber, 1388). It seems that informatlon
in STHis stored in an auditory code (Conrad, 1964; 1970) although other
codes may exist (Krech et al., ),982). The duration of ST~l is only a few
seconds, al t.hough this may be increased through rehearsal (that is the
repetition of items in order tc keep them in STH) (Krech et al., 198~).
The capacity of the STHis limi teol to approximate 1y 7 items (Krech e'Cal.,
1982).
Once cne short time per'iod of the ST}!is completed howeverl the informa-
tion will be forgotten, or will be movedon for storage in LTM. "All the
kr:ov:ledge that underlies human cognitive abilities is stored in LTN"
(Klar.aky, 1980, p. J.7i). Information in l,THis stored in a semarrti.c code
and its capacity seems almost limitless (Krech et al., 1982). It is tTl':
which accounts for our enduring memories (for periods ranging from a
minute to manyyears) (Krech et al., 1982).
T" remember information stored in LTNis not a random event. Retrieval
cues enabLe us to remembermater:.al which has been organised together by
acces s ing the memorytrace (P'lexnar & TuIvi.ng, 1978; Tulvang , 1966). For
example the words "first-grade 1:,)acher" in the question Do you remember
your first grade teacher? (Badd,)ley, 1982; Krech et al ; , 1982). Remem-
bering is therefore the active process of 'Caking ir.formation out of LT}l.
Once a memorytrace is activated it passes Lrrt.othe ST~l store The con-
trol of the information-processing system is therefore carried out by the
manipulation of the fl ':II; of infc,rmntion into and out of STH(Schneadar 5:
Shiffrin, 1977).
The facilities of memory are available to all the stages of the
information-processing model (Figure 4). Tbe two-way arrows in the dia-
gram represent the flow of information in terms of both storage and re-
trieval (Bdrber, 1988).
Every day individuals are faced with an overabundance of stimuli from
every direction. "1he psychological process of selecting from among the
available stimuli those to which to respond" is attention (Logan, 1970,
p. 205). Barber (1988) states that attention may be "focused, divided,
shifted or voluntarily captured'' (p. 26), its most important character-
istic however is its selectivity. Selectivity of attention is necessary
because of the '-imited capacity of the processing and memory systems
(Schneider & Shiffrin, 1977).
Two groups of theories have developed to explain this characcer Isr rc .
The 'filter' theories claim that material that is not attended to is
simply prevented from affecting the organism. In other words, the indi-
vidual will 'switCh off' all or part of a sensory receptor. However,
since an individual is capable of switching attention to a previously
unattended stimulus said s t imul cs must have been at least partially
processed originally (Krech et al., 1982). For this reason Deutsch and
Deutsch (1963) and Norman (1968) argued that the. screening of stimuli does
not t.ake place until such time as a response must be made or the infor-
mation must be transferred for storage in LTtl. The' capacity' theory
claims that limits in processing resources force the individual to deal
with the overall pattern of stimulation but to at.t and more specifically
to stimuli within that pattern (Krach et al., 1982). Theorists therefo~ e
nee view attention as the selective allocation of processing resources
as tasks demand. It follows therefore that information which receives
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the most attention will be processed most efficiently (Barber, 1988). A
reduction in performance which is caused by such an overload is termed a
'selective-attention' deficit. There are two kinds of attent ion defi-
cits. A dividec-attention defici~ occurs when it becomes necessary to
process addi~ional stimuli and as a consequ~nce performance deteriorates.
A focused-attention deficit occurs when a subj~ct has difficulty in ig-
noring non-relevant inputs (although he or she can id"nt::'fythem) and
performance drops (Schneider & Shif _rin, 1977). The attention phenomenon
therefore clearly impacts upon the flow of information processing.
All of these stages and processes make up Barber's (1986) extended model
of information processing, an attempt at explaining the sequences of
mental functions involved in dealing tdth the many sources of information
that surround individuals.
Attention is closely linked to the concept of time"sharing. Operators
of complex systems in modern times may be faced with a need to co-ordinate
and perform an entire set of activities concurrently. This may require
the division of attention between a number of different stimuli sources.
The skill involved in the co-ordination of this information is termed
time-sharing (Barber, 1988).
Two theoretical explanations for time-sharing exist. Firstly, tasks may
be performed together continuous ly, requiring a sharing of resources.
Second tasks may be performed one at a time, with a continual switching
of resources and attention from one to the other. This second hypothesis
seems to deny the possibility of the simultaneous performance of two tesks
(Barber, 1988) and would therefore support Ivelford'e (1982) limited
single-channel capacity theory (Kantowitz, 1981). Allport, Antonis and
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Rey-nolds (1972) suggested that two tasks may be performed concurrently
and successfully if the tasks demand different processing requirements.
Once the two tasks both require the use of the same processing resourct,
interference occurs. It seems that practice can i~prove an individual's
ability to conduct simultaneous tasks. Damas and Wickens (1980) £ound
that a time-sharing skill can be developed with suffic.ient practic , and
this skill is generalisable. It would seem however that interference is
always present to some extent, suggesting that the complete independence
of two tasks is never achieved (Broadbent, 1982). It would seem therefore
that a trading relationship exists, whereby as one task is viewed as more
important it will receive a greater share of the processing resources,
to the detriment of the performance on the other task (Barber, 1988).
This trading relationship is termed the performance resource character-
istic (Navon & Gopher, 1979; Norman & Bobrow, 1975; lI'ickens,1984).
At this stage it seems important to ask the question What are processing
resources? Barber (1988) claims that they are "the mental stuff that
it takes to produce efficient, fast, error-free performance" (p. 132),
but he himself agrees that this can hardly be viewed as a complete defi-
nition. The demand for resources is a function of the subject-task pa-
rameters (that is the characteristics of the task, the environment and
the performer) and the intenced level of performance (Navon & Gopher,
1979). The information-processing syste~ w'.ll meet the resources demand
(in terms of the intended performance levd) to the extent that required
resources are available. The level of performance is therefore determined
by the demand for resources, or the limit on available resources (which-
evar is smaller) (Navon & Gopher, 1979). If there is more than one task,
resources between them will be allocated in accordance with the task de-
mands and the subject task preferences (Navon & Gopher, 1979). The in-
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t roduc.tLon of a second task in a dual-task situation may lead to very
little change in task per formance since the new task maydraw on formerly
unused resources (Navon& Gopher, 1979). Similarly, the system can reduce
the per f'ortnance on one task without benefiting the other (Navon & G"pher,
1979). Tb.Lsclaim clearly supports the multiple-resource model.
Recent theorists support this view of the differentiation of the resource
pool (Wickens, 1984; Kramer et a1., 1987) 'see sect Lor 2.2.). I{ickens
(1984) for example felt that r escurc es separated in accordance Idth visual
and auditory modalities, and that decision-making resources could be
separated from those dealing with respOlise processing. If Whenperforming
two tasks simultaneoasly, improved performanc~ on one results in a de-
creased performance on the other, it would seem clear that the two tasks
are drawing on the same resource pool. Interference between tasks can
therefore be assigned to their competition for resources (Navou&Gopher,
1979). Once two tasks require the services of the same resource pool,
the t:r.ading relations]: ip com'..s into play, and the allocation of resources
depends on the priorities of the tasks in question (Barber, 1988). With
practice the information-processing system can learn to divide its re-
sources efficiently. IHth practice for example, \.010 tasks maybecomea
separate and newentity, thereby optimising perfo~mance by minimising the
overlap in resources (multiple resource theory) or maximising the overlap
(single resource theory) (Navonand Gophar, 1979).
2.5. Skills and strategies
TIle ability to cime-share or trade resources can most definitely be de-
scribed as a skill, and it becomesrelevant at this stage to discuss skill
as it r el at ee to merrcal workload in greater detail.
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Hacker et; a1. (1978) sta';'" _,lat the ~~gulation of activity occurs at
different levels. Hental ·load can be reC:uced through a transition from
the regulation to the anticipation of stimuli to be processed. Such a
trR' . on requires that the individual gains experience, undergoes a
xpardenco ar d acquires skill.
Every individual brings with him or her a unique combination of experi-
ence, skill and involvement (Rolfe & Lindsay, 197: The effort required
to meet specific task demandswill therefore vary across individuals.
Different individuals cope with the same situation in different ways
(Rolfe & L~ndsay, 1973).
An inexperienced opar.rtor has a hi&her mental workload (Bainbridge,
1978). He or she lac~s knowledge about the relationship between action
and result. For this reason he or she must constantly check the effects
of act.a.on, The difference between the preser; state and the target state
is a measure of the need for further action - possibly of a corrective
nature (Bainbridge, 1978). The judgement of the difficulty of a task also
seems to be related .:0 experience. Borg, BrAtHr "1 and Dornic (1971)
claim that the judgement of difficulty is relat~d to:
"a confrontation of the present task wi~f, the content of one' 5
long term memorystorage including both general experience and
memories of similar tasks .,. background factors such as per-
sonality traits, habit, likes and dis likes, aspar at tons and
expectation levels one's emotional state, general fatigue
'" motivatior. .,. the impo=tance one ascribes to the task
anticipated success 0, failure ... If and so on (p, 257).
These issues have important implications for training programmes. If a
task is initially ~xtremely difficult, the subject will begin to believe
that t.hr demands of the task are impossible to achieve. ThJ.~mayprompt.
him or her t.o adopt a-Lover , .rnore rea:iily achievable per formance criterion
(Dainbridge, lCJ78~.
liith any task however, a learning process does occur , With exper Icnce
an individudl's knowlsdge of the task, and of ';he r esu Lt s of his/he":
behavi our changes. Learning requires _ namory of ilrevious actions or
judgements and their centext (Bainr r Idge , ],978). The Lndav i.duol there-
fore develops a ccgnr.tIve scheme. I,hich serves as a basis of comparison
0)' wln.ch to predic.t the possible outcomes of fut.ure behaviours or act Lons
(Bandura , 19ii). This implies tha'; the indiVidual begme to anticipate
the resu 1.t<' of his or her actions, as well as the Heed for such actions.
The -:~\Telopmtnt of such ant.Lcapacc ry abilities marks the acquisition of
skill. Ski:"l is the '1bihty to choose the most efficient strategy for
task completion from a range of alternatives. Skill encompasses two
talents: the ability to recognise a possible performance strategy when
faced With a nov"l task; and the ability to refine a strategy when faced
with the opportunity to use it again (\in1iard, 1!l78).
Such sl~il1 Idll allol~ the ir;dividual to reduce ':is or her mental wOl'kload.
Anticipating the need for action means ~iJat act Ions can be planned before
they become :lmmediately essenti<. during peria", of lower workload. The
exper ienced worker shoul. therefore be less immediately susceptible to
.;h:; effects of iT',;n,ased task demands (Ba;.llbr~dge, 1978). Furthermore,
the cxp-rr Lenced operator should ha"" a knowl.edge of different working
met~·.ocls,certain of I-'hich may a1101;'him cr her to increase performance
wit):C'ut increasing workload , that is he or she may select a I-'orking
"~.ra1;egy I-'hie:, i:-, efficient from nhe paint of vie;.; 0:" performance and
economicn? from t he pcrnt of viet, of workload (Sper-andio, 1971).
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Rolfe and Lindsdy (1973) base their research upon three assumptions:
- all tasks impose a load" wr.ich yaries in nature and magnitude;
- the satisfaction of task demands requires mental and physical ef fcr t ;
the amount and nature of t'ais effort varies as a funct Lon of the task,
.he individual's ab i l dt i.es , training and the desire to pez for'n the t ask
well.
l\'ith experience, as tasks becomefamiliar and the individual more skilled,
the effort required to perform a task drops and mental workload is low-
er ed .
Since skill has been described as the selection of the most eHicie:'!t
strategy frcm a range of alternatives (lielford, 1978), it L 'comes neces-
sary to consider the term "cogndt i.ve strategy' in greater det ai L. A
cognitive strategy can be defined as the mental method operation or
process adcpt ed to perform a task. It is therefore concerned l.:lth the
selection of an appropriate response to a stimulus, problem or task from
amongst a range of alternatives. Certain strategieG are more economical
than others (Sperandao , 19i1). An individual uses more economical methods
when wcrk l oad increases. lihen task demands are relatively low hctcever ,
the opur at or can choose strategies less economical in terms of workload
but more satisfying in relation to other criteria (Sperandio, 1971), fr>r
exampIe the need to maintain a particular level of ect Lv ity (Kalsbeek,
1981,. The selection of an cper at rng strategy is therefore an active and
adaptive response to the demands of a cQmplex task (~einer, 1982). This
covert response to a task implies the braln's ability to model the world
in such a \,ay as to assess the possible :.:esults of actions without re-
quiring actual performance (Craik , 1943; \\'elford, 1978,1.
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\{t~lford (1975) went. so far as to di v ide st r at cgies into three types:
1. Perceptual coding and motor programming.
Coding and sequencing serve to improve speed of performance in such
an example as verbal material, wherc letters become words, words sen-
tences, and so OI,. These st r at egies allow for the ImposLtIon 0'; an
existing scheme, upon incoming data so as to save time li'hen this
schema is not a precise match for the data "we tend to see what we
expect to see rather t.han what is there" (\Ielford, 1978, p. 157).
2. Procedures of search.
The way in whi.ch an individual uses search procedures in cases re-
quiring fault-finding or choice-w.aking, is extremely important to the
time taken to perform a task. Under stress conddtLor.s, attention is
concentrated on "the cent r e of a string of infurmation, rather than on
the periphery as an bttempt to shed load (Welford, 1978).
3. Shifts of balance.
Here the balance :,5 shifted between two aspects of performance. For
example, the relationship between speed and accuracy discussed in de-
tail above.
:'he pr ec i.se st r at egy selected to perform a task generally represents a
synthesis of existing st r at egi os tch ich alone are insufficier.t for suc-
cessful task complet.ion (lielford, 1978).
2.0 Chapter ~
The r ange of activities exerting mental load upon an indjvidual, instead
of tradit.icmal physical 101:1'1, is constantly increasing. In order to
madntaan haa l t.hy functioning, it is important that an optimal level of
mental load should be identified. This chapter dealt with the mental
lyorkload construct, '.ts definition and measurement. Particular emphasis
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was placed upon subjective techniques of workload analysis, sInce they
are of relevance to the study in question. Elements of the ..uman infor-
mation processing system, time-sharing abilities, processing resources,
learning, and cognitive skills and strategies were also discussed.
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CHAPTER 3 - Tasks
3.1. Tasks. task structure e.nd task taxonomies
lihstever measurement t.echnaque a work lead Lnves t Lganor may adopt, he or
she will require subjects to perform a particular task in order to assess
workload imposed. FDr this reason, this chapter will be devoted to the
discussion of the important concep~ of task.
The initial step is to define 'task'. As with workloac, researchers in
the field of task ana Iys as find it difficult to agree upon a definiti.on
of the concept. Task definitions vary greatly and range r rcm daf in rt aons
of an entire situation to that of a specific pnr fo rmance (Fleishman,
1975). Examples of these definitions include "a complex situation capable
of eliciting goal directed behaviour" (Farina and Wheaton, 1971, p. 10);
"a problem, assignment, or s t Imulus -comp Iex to which the individual or
group responds by performing various overt and covert operations"
(Thibaut and Kelly, 1959, p. 150); or "any set of activities occur r mg
at about the same time, sharing some common purpose that is recognised
by the task performer nli1ler, 1966, p , 11). Companion and Corso (1932)
discuss two proble~s with the definition of task. Firstly, the level at
which a task is analysed may produce these discrepancies, "what is defined
as the task in one situation may be a subtask in another analysis " (p ,
461). Second, which individual is daf Lnaug the task could influence the
findings. The task performer may ?erceive the task differently to a
systems analyst who is merely observing the su'biect; (Companion and Curso,
1982). It would seem 'that a number of facters have a role to play in
complicating the definition of task. Whet is required is a standardisp.d
system and level of task analysis so as to further the study of tasks.
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The study of task is essential to any complete understanding of the
functioning of the man-machine s:s~em. Such a'system represents a complex
interaction of the individual, the machine and its environment and the
task. The analysis of task should therefore be viewed as a tool of the
ergonomist, allowing for a compar i.sonbetween the demands placed upon the
operator, and the oapahillties of that operator to deal with them (Drury,
1983). The result of an analysis should be'a description of the functions
and ta3ks of the system in terms of the system's purpose and their sig-
nificance to the workspace environments supporting human-machine inter-
action (Fisher, 1986). Task analysis therefore provides in-depth
information on task performance requirements, components ard constraints
versus human performance capabilities and limitations (Hopkins, Parks,
Rolunert, Soede and Schmidtke, 1979).
Sternberg IS (1979) discussion on the nature of mental abilities breaks
dOI;"Ila task into four levels: the composite task; the sub-tasks; the
information-pro~essing components; and information-processing
metacomponents. The level of the composite task deals Idth the complete.
task as vie\4ed by the subject required to perform it (Sternberg, 1979).
Subtasks are a division of the composite task. They require the use of
a subset of the information-processing components involved in task per-
formance (Sternberg, 1979). ~~alysis at the level of the information-
prucessing conr-onenz is concerned with information-processing in terms
of th~ internal representation of stimuli (Newell & Simon, 1972) _ Com-
ponents may be general (G- for perform€nce on all tasks in a given uni-
verse); class (C-for classes of tasks); or specific (S-for single specific
tasks (Sternberg, 19;7). The analysis of compunents provides: a detailed
specification or task performance; a framework for analysing individual
differences within and between grou~ " md a framework for investigating
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both the structure and content of mental abilities (Sternberg, 19i9).
The level of information-processing metacomponents deals Idth
metacognition, that is the control of an individual over his or her own
cognitive processes (Brown & De Laache, 11i;'!'). The metacomponents are
responsiblE: for the determination of which components, representations
or strategies will be used and at what rate they will be applied to solve
various problems (Sternberg, 1979).
Sternberg's theory therefore attempts to explain the structure of mental
abilities and provide a basis fo r task selection in accordance with this
structure. In line with this he crganises tasks in a hierarchical format'
(see Figure 6). Tasks are arranged in ascending order of complexity, with
tasks on the same level being of a similar complexity but including dif-
ferent classes of information-processing components. Ste::nberg (1979)
then uses this structural theory of tasks as the basis of his content
theory of mental abilities.
It would seem that the fields of research r equi.r ing t.he performance of
tasks is outnumbered only by the wide var.iety of tasks in e:,istence.
Fleishman (1975) claims that a major difficulty is the lack of a task
classifying system whi-:.h would allow for improved generalisations and
pi adiC',tions about how a wide variety of factors affect human performance
on different tasks. Drury (1983) defines tasks as the smallest units of
behaviour needing to be differentiated t,) solve a problem. The cIass r-
fication and grouping of these tasks into f::,amel~orkdetermined by task
analys is is known as a task taxonomy (Cr:mpe'"on " Corso, 1982). Such a
system of classification is a means of increasing ",UT ability to interp!et
or predict human performance (Cotterman, 1959). Such a classification
seeks relationships between the tasks and var xab l es of interest to the
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researcher (for example training programmes) (Fleishman, 19,'5), Compan-
ion and Corso (1977, 1982) .discuss a number of criteria which appear to
be necessary if the taxonomy is to prove effective:
- a task taxonomy should by definition simplify the
description of the tasks in the system;
- it should be generalisable;
- it should employ terms meaningful to its users;
- it must be complete and consistent ~ithin itself;
- it must be compatible with the system or theory to which
it will be applied;
- it should provide some basis for the establishment or prediction of
performance;
- it must have prac~ical utility;
- it must be cost-effective;
- it must provide a framework for the integration of
empirical data;
- it should account for the interactions between task
properties aiid operator performance;
- it shou Id be applicable to all levels of the system.
In order to be slotted into a taxonomy, a t~sk requires classification.
A number of general classification techniques ...xist, with different areas
of foclls.
1. Beha\'iour description approach. This a''"roach categorises and
classifies tasks on the basis of observations and descriptions of
the operator Is behaviour during performance. The technique is
therefore largely concerned I,'ithovert responses as a method of de-
fining the task (Companion & Corso, 1982; Fleishman, 1975).
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ii. Behaviour requirement approach. Here a task is described in
terms of the behaviours that are assumed to be necessary for sue-
cessful performance (Hackman, 1969; HcGrath & Altman, 1966).
Behaviour refers to the operator's activities. A criticism which
seems releva.~t to both of the above approaches hinges on the concern
with overt behaviours. Operators Wh0 perform similar tasks mayuse
different behavioural responses, and si~ilarly, operators performing
different tasks maybehave in the sameway (Companion& Corso, ]982).
iii. flbility reqUirements app~oach. Tasks are described, contrasted
and compared in terms of the abilities a tiask requires of an operator
(Fleishman, 1978). Abilities are defined as relatively enduring
a~tributes of the individual (Fleishman, 1972, 1975, 1978). Tasks
can therefore be analysed according to an 'ability profile' which
outlines the amounts and kinds of abilities required for task per~
formance (Companion& Corso, 1982). This approach exploits the ex~
istence of individual differences in abilities so as to gain insight
about processes commonto the performance of different groups of
tasks (Flei:shman, 1975). Fleishman's (1975) studies with the abil~
ity approach have attempted to bridge the gap in describing labora~
tory and rer.l -world tasks within the sarne framework. As Companion
and Corso (1962) pOint out, the development of an abilities taxonomy
is no simple process . The range of human abilities is extremely
diverse. Furthermore, abilii:ies may not be mutually exclusive
therefore making the establishment of a basic taxonomy extremely
difficult.
:J.V. Task charar.teristics or the task qua tas!, app::'oach. Here xhe
stimuli ';0 be processed are identified. These stimuli are the
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physical characteristics or general properties of the task (NcGrath
& Altman, 1966; Roby & Lanaat.ra , 1958), but may include motIvat i.ona l
and instructional stimuJ.i (Hackman, 1969). The underlying assump-
tion is that tasks can be described and differentiated in terms of
their intrinsic and objective properties (Fleishman, 1975).
Fleishman conceived of a task as having several components, which
were treated as categories within tchi ch to define task character-
istics. Figul'e 7 demonstrates the r el at Ionr udp between task, task
compon~nts and task charactetistics. The problem of this final ap-
proach however is the great difficulty in identifying every stimulus
present in the task (Companion & Corso, 1982; Hackman, 1969; HcGrath
& Altman, 1966),
Fleishman (1972., 1975, 1978) has devoted his energies to establishing a
relationship between the ability and task characteristic approaches.
Studies have demonstrated that patterns of abilities related to success"
ful performance may change as specific task characteristics are manipu-
lated sys t emat.aca l Iy (Fleishman, 1975, 1978). A taxonomy which links
ability and task charact~ristics may provide a useful framework for the
organisation and definition of a wide range of tasks (Fleishman, 1975).
Peterson and Bownas (1982) discuss two problems facing the development
and linking of task and ability taxonomies. Firstly, it is extremely
difficul t to identify taxonomies of t asks and abilicies that are bot I::
generally applicable and yet precise enough to allow for some form of
diagnostic evalua~ion. Once thp definitions of classes become 5uffi-
cierrt Iy general to apply fai.rly "id~ly, they face the danger of vagueness,
making it difficult to link task and ability reliably. The second problem
is a procedural one. Peterson and Bownas (198:::) argue that no strong §.
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£!lori basis for the classification of the constructs exists. The nature
and contents of task and ability taxonomies will be largely determined
by the tasks being considered, which may result in tne dev._oprnent of a
slaat.ed or incomplete taxonomy. Finally, task and ability taxonomi.es have
developed from two entirely different data sources, making it sometimes
difficult to relate them.
For t.hese reasons Pet-arson and Bownas (1982) suggest a three step
programme t.o ensure an ongoing construct validation pr ocass . Firstly,
tasks and abilities must be combined and reduced into inderendent classes.
Second, valid proficiency measures should be taken in each of these
classes. Finally, empirical linkages mupt be established between the two
taxonomies, thereby determining the rules covering the contributions of
abilities to task performance. A taxonomy developed in accordance with
these steps should prove to be a powerful diagnostic tool (Peterson &
Bownas , 1982).
Eason end Damodaran (1981) discuss tasks as having two important charac-
teristics: information and structure. The successful completion of a task
r, •.lires t' at the necessary relevant information should be freely avail-
able to the subject. Incomp le- e or J.ncorrect information will prevent
an individual from performing at an optimal level, that is task p~rform-
ance will be information or data-limited (Nevon & Gopher, 1979). Task
structure as explained by Simon (1960), is a measure of predictability
of the performanca met cod , Tasks may therefore all be situated on a
continuum from completely structured (where goals, methods, sequences and
timing are specified) to unstructured (where no task parameters are
specified) (Simon, 1960).
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An unstructured task is often called for in cases where the "ask pe~former
must dUll with changmg information. Such a situation required adapt-
ability of working operations. Usually however, tasks are relatively
structured, particularly in the organisational context (Eason &
Damodarrm, 1981). Here, si.ruct.ure is often pla::ed upon an empIoyee 's job
by his or her superior, technology (for example production lines or in-
formation systems) and him or herself (frequent repetition in a job tends
to be habit forming) (Eason & Damodaran, 1981).
An inte. 'C' '<;;ingrelationship exists between the .ructure of a task and
the information needs of the performer (particularly in terms of infor-
mation technology as discussed in the following chapt er ) . Il'hilst a
st ructiur ed task will always have similar information needs, an unstruc-
tured task will demandmore flexibility of information (Eason & Damodaran,
1981). This relationship is clearly demonstrated in Figure 8.
fig',lre should also be consid -ed on reading chapter 1+).
(This
For computer system designers, task analysis should provide a useful
source of information about the man-machine Jnterface (Johnson and
Johnson, 1989) and r~duce the need for them to rely on their own common
sense and experience (Hammond,Jorgenson, Maclean, Barnard and Long,
1983; Hannigan and Herring, 1987).
"The cost/benefit relationship must be considered, b tlyeen
building the interface following an informed and principled
approach versus building an interface in an unprincipled manner
and then ccns t.ant.Iy updating and modifying it to achieve user
satisfaction" (Johnson and Johnson, 1989, p , 141';6).
Task analysis can the:-efore be used :0 identify ~roblems, diff .cul t ies
and procedures which will contribute in user-interface design ("a1sh, Lim
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and Long, 1989). Furthermore, task analytic methods seem capable of
predicting the workload which will be experienced by the systems operator
af'cer system development quite accur at e ly (Iiicrwille, 1988).
3.2. Task a~~lvsis and mental workload.
The concepcs of task and mental workload ar- inextricably linked. Hopkin
et al . (1979) define workload in terms of t ask: "1'iork:ol1d is considered
to be a functiun of !3. col l ect Lve assortment of t asks , and of detailed task
compone~ts and features as well as personal vari~bles that together, de-
!!,w and contrast t.ask demand versus the abilit.y to perform, and in turn
contribute to ov<n'all system performance" (p. 470). All WETsrequire
subj ects to perform a par t Lcu lar task in order to be able to assess
;4orkload imposed by the task and/or experienced by t.he oper accr . Rot.'then
should a researcher go about selecting a task ?
Sternberg (1979) ddscuases the two traditional me::hods of task. se Iec.t Icn ,
Firstly, the researcher may simply adopt tasks tha.: have previously been
used. In t.his .4ay there is no independent justific(.tion of the task se-
Iec t ed , and the responsibility for selection is pl ac.ed on previous re-
searchers. The second method is to select a task on zhe basis of its
correlation "ith other tasks. The problem is that the twe tasks should
not correlate toe r,erfectly (or there will be no va."iation in variables
measured, resulting in Il unifactor theory) or too peorly (..hen there will
be no overlap at all). An "intermediated degree" of correlation is
therefore! called for .,hich seems to be ext remely diff:icult t" specify
(Sternberg, 1979). Ttie problems .dth these methods led Sternberg and
Tulv ing (1977) to propose four t ask properti?s, I%'hichshould be id~ntiZied..
before the application of the task in research:
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- the quantifiability of a task st r esses the need for a task to be meas-
urable, for example through reaction ti~e or error rate measures;
- the reliability of the task is concerned with the internal consistency
of such quantification;
the ccns t.ruct, validity of the task requires that the task be designed
on the basis of a chosen theory rather than a post hoc theory being
developed from research findings;
- empirical validity ensures that the task measures those constructs it
claims to.
The aim of these ~riteria is to ensure the existence of specific meas-
urement pzopar't Las in a task, before an assessment is made of its psy-
chological properties (Sternberg & Tulving, 1977).
Researchers in the field of workload rest their measures of task per-
formance on two assnmptions (Conwayl 1988). Firstly that the task does
present subj ects l;ith varying degrees of workload, and second that the
workload varies in the degree and direction predicted by the researcher.
If this is not the case then research results may incorrectly pOint to a
non-existent flaw in a IVET(Conway, 199B). The problem is therefore one
of researchers imposing their expect at Ions upon a situation. If the ex-
pected result is not achieved, rather than alter a model or theory, it
is the l'lETwhich is viewE:.dto be at fault. This imposition of a "cor rect
outcome" denies the importance of individunl differences to any field of
cognitive research. Brooks (1977) placed a great deal of emphasis on the
description and cxol anat Icn of individual behavi eur , Rather than first
developing an abnt r acc model which wo~ld nrt expl aIn individual cases,
an ext zemel~ general mc';d \,<15 J.i.:scribe:i which could be adapted to explain
cbserve:i individual diilf~:""'T wt,S ;i,n behaviour on a post hoc basis. This
is exact;1y the msnhod ;,)f • .ieory development criticised by Sternberg (1979
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• see above) and yet it prevents the imposition by a researcher of his
or her personal bias in eh~laining results.
It is also t ruo to say that a valid task taxonomy would be of use to
workload research. If tasks are classified according to their charac-
teristics (Fleishman, 1975) or the processes or resources they tap
(SternJ:-erg, 1979) it should simplify the selection of an appropriate IiET.
As Barber (1988) states "there is no primacy of one set of methods over
another, though it remains of interest to ask about whLch is best sui ted
for which purpose, and what interrelations exist between different meas-
ures, to provide a rounded picture of performance" (p , 103). Whether a
task is chosen before or after a lirET is dct ermfnad by the purpose and
focus of the study. A task-centred study will be ~oncerned with the study
of the task per se, whereas in a workload study, the task is the means
of testing a WETrather than an end in itself. Whatever the purpose of
the study, the relevance of tasks in the field of workload should not be
underestimated.
3.3. Chapter Summarz
Like mental workload the construct 'task' has presented researchers with
difficulties of definition. The greate~t problem seems to ~e the level
at which the researcher chooses to deal with the construct, be that global
or extremely specific. This chapter described the chcr act.er Lst acs of task
classification t,~chniques as well as the task taxonomies they can give
rise to. Task was dascussed in terms of the elements of informa:ion ar.d
structure. Finally, the r el evance of task and the importance of task
aeIect.aon ,;ere dealt with in terms of workload snudy.
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CHAPTER 4 - Human-Computer Interaction
l: . 1. The impacts of new technology
No-one ca~ deny the rapid changes in the complexities of modern technology
over the past few d~cades.
liThe acceleration in uhe pace of technological innovation in-
augurated by the Industrial Revolution has until recently re-
sulted mainly in the displacement of human muscle power f rcm
the tasks of prr- tuct Lon. The current. revolution in computer
technology is causing an equally momentous social change: the
expansion of information gathering and information processing
as computers extend the reach of th(\ human brain" (Ginzberg,
1982, p. 39).
The impact of the computer revolution has ext reme.cy far reaching conse-
quences, changing the very nature of work and therefore skills required,
shifting balances of organisational power, affecting the ease of gaining
and the security of information, the privacy of employees and even
reaching into such areas as leisure time. It is quite clear therefore
that computers have had a considerable impact upon all our lives and it
would seem that this tcend is to continue (Oborne , 1985). Historically
however, the technological boomhas not bean s l ov in arriving, pl acmg a
wide variety of stresses upon humans, beings that are not famous for their
skills at adaptation. Amongst more ccnservat Ive individuals therefore
it is not surprising that these technological changes have been met, by
resistance and anxiety (Oborne, 1985),
Perhaps the major and Indeed most often discussed fear relates to the
issue of unemployment. Logr.don (1980) defines aut.omation as the "auco-
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matically controlled operation of an apparatus, process or system by me~
chanical or electronic devdces uhat take the place of human organs of
observation, effort and decision" (p. 259). Such a definition is bound
to instil fear i.n its r eadezs by stressir.g the value of technology in
replacing human employees . Silvey (in Logsdon, 1980) describes the
process of eut omatLon more fully. Ilhen engaged in work, man usss skills,
senses and decision~making abilities. Automation replaces: man's phys~
ical strength with machinary ; perceptive ser.ses and personal control with
instrumentatior. and automatic adjustments; and our decision-making and
memoryfunction through the computer. He therefore claims that automation
not only replaces but improves upo~ the physical and psychological ca-
pacities of the average employee,
The major motivation for the introductiun of automation is often elonomic.
Technology, when utilised effectively, can improve productivity and
eliminate jobs (Gotlieb and Borodin, 19-3). Indeed, u properly equipped
comput.er can duplicat.e and often improve upon many of the physical and
ment.ar abilities of an employee (Logsdon, 1980), saving Labouz and thereby
cutting C08t.S. "When an accounting syst.em is mechanised, fewer clerks
and bookkeepers are needed, else there would be no economic motivation
fcr mechanising" (Simon, 1~77, p. 1186). Avery real fear therefore does
seem to persist that machines will replace a great deal of ~he workforce
(Gotlieb and Borodin, 19i3).
Such an attitude tot~ards the introduction of computers can only be viewed
as negative, encouragdng dissatisfar.tioll and t.ension amongst the
workforce. Mills (1985) claims that it is the attitude of the people wao
design, work Idth, live wl.th and consume information technology that. will
dete~mine the success or failure of that technology in society. Since
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the phenomenon of computerisation seems set to stay, a mine positive ap-
proach to automation sh~uld be encouraged. Oborne (1985) claims that
computers allow us to improve upon man's limited capacity in areas of
memory, decision-making and perception. They are therefore tools tdth
which to extend our abilities (Oborne, 1985). A more positive attitude
to computers would emphasise the need for the upgrading of skills of ex-
isting employees so as to be able to interact \,ith the machine effec-
tively. However Ernst (1982~ cl airns that ef for+« to retrain displaced
workers have a poor record. Education is a social problem, and reform
is needed to encour.lge the development of I1flpropriate skills even in the
younger generations (Ernst, 1982).
Ralston and Meek (1976) suggest that changes in skill requirewents depend
upon the nature of the work InvoIved , certain operations requiring in-
creased skills and others less skill 'chan previous 1)" Where it is nec.-
essary however, companies must develop the skills of their workers tihereby
preventing displacement or the downgrading of jobs (Smich, 1984). The
organisation's commitment to both its staff and the computer system call
be assessed trrough the preparation and training of employees to makethe
necessary changes, Training should allow individuals to extend rhe i.r
skills and become confident and capable of dealing with the system (Smi.t.l,
1984), The structure of the organisation, nature and quality of manage-
ment and suparvd.sLon and the manner i.n Io.'hichnew techno log)' is introduced
will all exer'.; an important influence on the attitudes of employees to
the change (Gotlieb and Borodin, 1973), The intention behind technolog-
ical change is to affect the organisation in some way, that is, an impact
upon the organisation and its workforce is not only inevitable but also
essential (Oborne, 19f15), It is extremely Lmportant for the successful
introduction of a computer sys cem and for the enhancement of worker
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satisfaction and performance, that organisations should make use of a
transition policy allowing worker participation in a1l stages of the im-
plementation (Smith, 1984).
It is essential therefore that an organisation should consul t and discuss
implementation, if not ldth employees per sonaLly , ldth their represen-
tatives. TechnoIogi.caI change has had.an important impact upon collective
bargaining. Issues for negotiation have been extended to areas of job
security and ,"orking conditions (Gotlieb and Borodin, 1973). The Trade
Union Council in Great Britain has identified seven nrinamumsafeguards
that union representatives should secure for their members. These in-
clude:
a detailed timetable for the changes, well in advance of the introduc-
tions;
- measures to adapt workers to the changes, aimiIlg at minimising threats
to worker's cecurity and status;
- adequate facilities for retraining;
- prot:ection of earnings and incentives for workers to gain support for
chenges ;
close consultation with union representatives at all stages (Hurphy,
1966).
Gotlieb and Borodin (1973) claim that studies on the impact of computers
return again and again to the quest ioa of the attitude of employees to
the changes. It is essential therefore that managementdoes prepare err.-
ployees before the arrival of the compu t.ers . Fears must be dealt l.;itn
and overcome, since fears influence at t i tudes . A resistant attitude will
bellefit neither the empIoyee nor the organisation in the Iong-t.crtn.
Obome (1985) describes the computer and ie5 user as a closed-loop system,
with each only befng abl e to perform to the levfll allowed by the ot her ,
Each computer us ez is characterised by a number of variables .:hich ~'i1:
in +rn determine his or her requirements of a computer system. Each user
has four kinds of requirements: task r equiremerrcs (for example for in-
"'ormation); support needs; expectations; and psychological needs (for
dKample for autonomy, pay and so on) (Eason and Damodaran, 1981). If a
computer sys cem does not meet these requirements. the. phenomenon is re-
ferred to as a user-system mismatch. The most extreme response to such
a mismatch is that individuals will simply stop making use of the system
altogether - clearly not a desirable situation. A less extreme response
"'''''lld be that individuals w';'l1 attempt to change their use of the system,
for example getting another person to use the system for them, or by
dttempting to make shortcuts and thnr eby abus irig the system (Eason and
Damodaran, 19(1). The employee may however attempt to modify his or her
task to meet the prov i.sIons of the computer system. Sackman (1974) refers
to this as 'computer tunnel vision' sLnce the task is interpreted to fit
the system rather than the system being appl Led to fit the task. Hocevar
employees choose to deal Idth it, a user-system mismatch does not allow
for the realisation of the full potencial of '" sys t em. It may cause extra
work, deprive a job of meaning and result in t,\6 alienation of employees
(Eason and Damodaran, 1981). The most effectiVe way of avoiding such a
masmat.ch is to include employees in the design and implementation of a
new system - thereby ensuring that the sys t em is not only capable of
performing the spec LfLc task at hand, but also meets the requirements and
expectations of these individuals whowill use it.
Attitudc's to computcrs colour :lU individual's r esponse t:l the technology
in many ways. As Eason and Damodaran (1981) state, a negative at.t.i t.ude
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to th~ system will turn even minor probleru3 in~o major obstacles, whilst
a positive attitude should have the opposite effect. Brune (1978) at-
tempted to assess public attitudes towards computers, and found five major
fears: unemployment; errors; depersonalisation; privacy; and the security
of information. Ernst (1982) expJains howmuch consumer protection leg-
islation has gro..rn out of a concern for the vulnerability of indi"iduals
resulting from the mechanisation of f Lnanc i.aI 'nstitutions. It is
doubtful whe'ther such legislation will .aver displace all fears of fraud,
theft and Lnvas Lon of privacy. In 2981, Smith described t.hree constructs
relating to attitudes towards computers. These Were:
apprehension over computers: this negative construct was ba3ed in con-
cerns over the effects of computers on the individual's self image,
opportunities for advancement and privacy;
- superiority and threat of ccmputci.s : aga.i.i, negative, this was concerned
with fears for the worker's future, Loss of freedom and so on;
- acceptance of computers: this positive construct emphasised the posi-
tive uses of computers in enh~ncing individual's lives.
Oborne (1985) suggests that surveys such as Smith's (1981) highlight the
existence of a positive to negative continuum of public attitudes cowards
computers. Amore negative attitude seems mr-re likely to axisL amongst
tnd ivfdua Is who are very rarely, if ever, come into contact with comput-
ers. Positive at t Lzudes are very frequent amongst regular computer users
who stress the benefits of the technology to humanity (Oborne, 1985).
The impact of technology upon both the individual and the organisat Lon
is often varied and far reaching. Such impacts often tend to be largely
evolut aonary , manifest.ing thcmsel.es over time (Danziger, 1985). Fa: '"Ie
organ:i.sa'tior, too, t.he intro'iuction ot computerisation has l(,d to many
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changes - particularly in the size, distribution and mobility of the
workforce (see Figure 9). Rothmanand Mosmann(1976) claim "in part, the
natural tendency for growth has led to the increased use of computers,
and in part the increased use of computers has led to growth."
Danziger and Kramer' s (1986) study supports their hypothesis that the
impacts of computers will vary according to the personal characteristics
of the end user. ("An end-user is .. , any person who uses a computer or
its products in the performance of his or her functional activities,"
Danziger and Kramer, 1986, p. 1-2). This would suggest that computer
systems should not be designed around groups of people, but individuals,
stressing the need for flexible systems capable of adapting to the spe-
cific requirement of individual eTOplo ",S.
Smith (1984) claims that technological change has often had the effect
of reducing the amountof physical work, increasing the repetitive na~ure
of tasks and r educdng the amountof thought necessary for task completion.
"Specialisation that involves nothing mo~ethan routine repetitive tasks
diminishes the worker by depriving him of intellectual chal l enge and
decision-making responsibility" (Ginzberg, 1982, p. 39). It has been
suggested that automation Nill have the largest negative influence upon
work which had very little content to begin with. Boredomwill develop
if such work is split even further (Smith, 1984). Furthermore, many
processes require greater attentiveness and vigilance from employees,
ther eby limiting opportunities for socialisation with other workers.
lrnst (1982) states that manymechanised systems tend to isolate indi-
vidual wori:ers and break up normal social patterns. La Rocco, house and
French (19.30) suggest that the soci.al support of cc-wcrkcrs is an impor-
tant buffer in controlling the health consequences of stress at work.
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It would seem essential therefore tl-at opportunities for social inter-
action should be enhanced, if not during working hours, in rest periods
(Smith, 198{.}.
Wilensky (1972) suggests that methods do exist to help overcome L"r",dom
or monotony introduced by automation in the workplace. Employers can
redesign work and its envd ronment; so as 1:0 allow greater variability in
the work to be performed and enlarge 1:he scope of the job specification.
Second, employee benefits can be increased, and finally, compensating
leisure activities can be deve Ioped . In the 1960' s the issue of available
free time was discussed in depth. Both Wilensky (1964) and De Grazia
(1962) felt that free time would be increased amongst the lower
organisational levels, whi l e managerial positions would be faced !;'ith
extens ions in working hours. Kaplan (1968) fe 1t that the question was
one which would demand great attention from labour unions. Twenty to
thirty years later however, no significantly noticeab 18 increases In
leisure time for emplcv ees have developed.
New technology shOUld be used to remove routine, tedious ana error-prone
tasks from computer users. Human judgement can then be applied to more
critical areas of decision-making (Shneiderman, 1984). This is unfortu-
nately not always the case. The new technologies shcu Id be aimed at in,"
proving the quality of work to be performed by human operators, thereby
promoting meaningful work (Smith, Cohen, Stammerjohn and Happ , 1981).
Computers should therefore be used in increasing the amount of discretion
in the employee's work. An indi\'idual t.·i th a high degree of discretion
1-:i11 have the freedom to decide hot.' to approach his or her own work,
(Eason and Damcdar an , 1981) a privilege not often available to the average
employee. Furthermore, as Oborne (1985) states, computers should en-
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courage "new ways of thinking" allowing better, not simply faster, work
to be performed.
4.2. The impact of computing upon clerical workers
"The kind of work that is benefiting most from new technology
today ... is above all the processing of an intangible com-
modity: inforr.lation 'fhe changes can be expected to pro-
foundly alter the nature of the primary locus of information
work: the office" (Giuliano, 1982, p. 124).
The area of focus of the present study is upon the experienced work loa-i
of clerical-type employees. It is clear that the very nature of the of-
fice in which individuals are employed has been altered by the introduc-
'Cion of inte.grated and automated ayst.ems (Ellis and Nut t , 1980). The
changing nat:ure of office work has made the traditional definition of
productivity (i.e. ir.put/ou'Cput) seem rather simplistic. The integrated
office is characterised by a flow of information from and to the employee
COborne, 1985). Strassmann (1982) suggests that productivity in the of-
f i ce environment should be concerned with t.he employee's ability to deal
with information in an everchanging environment, and to make appropriate
choices from a variety of options. As stated above (see Section 4.1.),
it has been suggested that automation Idll have the greatest negative
impact upon work which had very little content to begin with (Smith,
1984). Clerical workers traditionally perform highly routinised and
rule-following tasks which grant them little discretion (Danziger and
Kramer, 1986), thereby being placed in a high risk group according to
Smith (1984).
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The large-scale introduction of computers into cle~ical-type work, was a
a result of their suitability for rapid and accurate data-handling.
Computers could therefore help to ~ut do~n on large numbers of clerical
staff, Lmprove accuracy and ",roductivi ty. It is clear that
computerisation cou Id facilitate such work which is highly rou t In.i.s ed and
deals with the entry, retrieval and updating of records (Danziger and
Kramer, 1986). }lany of the early studies in this area assumed a negative
reaction from clerical vorke rs , based on fears of unemployment and anxiety
over the compLe: ~hid technology (see for example Braverman, 1974;
Marenko, 1966; Humrord and Banks, 1967). Elizur (1970) found that cler-
ical employees felt that their work had been more variea, responsible and
productive before the introduction of a computer system. Nann and
Williams (1962) and ~nis1er (1970) found greater pressure to ~eet dead-
lines, reduced job satisfaction and grcater anxiety amongst the Lr cler-
Lcal subjects after the im:roduction of a computer system. Johansson
(1984) suggests that negat:'.ve f'xperiences of boredom, coercion, menta l
~train and social isolation are spreading to include white collar jobs
(see Gardell, 1982). The new techno Iogy is in danger of creating highly
repetiti.ve tasks requiring little skill and allowing for little social
interaction, problems which had previously been associated with
mechanised mass production. Evidence suggests that in certain situations
the new technology will increase the stres
(Joha~sson, 1984).
ess of the work routine
A further problem has been identified by sevaral studies (E'lLzur , 1970;
Shepard, 1971). Clerical workers it seems often feel that computerisatinn
has reduced t1>eir chances of promotion. ~lany stpr~ i., the p romct ione l
ladder have been eradicated by aut.omat aon , •Furthermore, employment at
higher levels has become based on technical knowledge and training, not
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available to the lower echelons, and no longer upcn work experience in
lower positions. there seems therefore to be a lack of upward mobility,
resulting in a lack of confidence in the recognition and r eward systems
adopted by the organisation (Gotlieb and Borodin, 1973; Shepard, 1971).
An area of much dLssat is f act Ion , as highlighted by Kling and Scacchi
(1980), is that computers allow for an increase in managerial and su?er-
visory control over tne quality of work of employees. This monitoring
of an employee's output is not only extremely stressful, but can lead to
resentment and dissatisfaction. For clerical employees !-towever, the
level of control and discretion over their ownwork is reduced to a level
of data errt ry and retrieval. Such a situation may ..-.ve to increase the
sense of alienation experienced by the workforce (Humtord and Banks,
1967) .
Danziger and Kramet (1986) attempted to assess the relationships between
the end user, computing and contro). in the work em ironment (as demon-
strated in Figure 10), using t.he four variables of: c- ntrol by others;
influence elver others; constraints of the job assessed t.hrough time
pressure; and a sense of accomplishment assessed nhrough control over
their ownwork.
The results of their study suggested that the changes ir. worklife car sed
by co-nputIng vary according to the nature of the work performeJ. ~lore
positive experiences occurred amungst employees higher in the,
organisational hierarchy, with more discre_ion in their work. Dimini,
ing self-control over working life coupled ·..;ith an increased sens« of
supervisory C" ntrol and time pressure 1,85 more prevalent amongst Iover
white-c011ar employees. Overall however, they found that the effects of
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computing were largest job-enhancing, and no evidence existed for the
dehumanising effect of computerisation.
Theze are two kinds of problems with computer systems which may face
clerical workers. Firstly the~e are information problems, namely prob-
lems with the quality and manipulability of data. Such a fault maygen-
erally be att:dbuted to an infle::ibility in the particular system. Second
there maybe operational problems such as delays, break-downs and foul-ups
(Danziger AndKramer, 1986). \\'henit is realised that manyclerical staff
have dealings Idth member'sof the public, it becomes clear why such em-
ployees are particularly sensitive to these problems. If an automated
system fails to provide rapid and accurate information, potentially un-
pleasant int6ractions may develop which are stressful for both parties
(Danziger and Kramer, 1986). Furthermore, the tendency to concentrate
certain tasks with c.ertain groups of employees may serve to encourage
their dependency upon the new technology. A computer breakdown brings
...;ith it the rea: isation that a backlog of work will increase the workload
of the following day. Johansson (1984) states that durmg these periods
of breakdow~, physiological measures rise, suggesting the anticipation
of the following days workload, and the lack of perceived control over
the sit:' Ion that the ezpIcyee experiences. In these ways
computerisation can increase the stressful nature of Ill' individual's work
routine.
Danziger and Kramer (1986) claia; that computer problems are mostly as a
result of the particular computer package employed. They suggest that
the rnallenge is to makeuse of the most complete computer package, whilst
improving its level of interact~on with the users. Giuliano (1982) claims
that if properly employed, information technology holds many advantages
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for the office environment: information v;ill be more readily available;
redundant and unnecessary tasks (such as retyping, manual filing and' re-
trieval) will be eliminated; human resources will be better utilised and
iudividllals will be freed to make decisions requiring judgement and ini-
tiative. If properly exploited therefore, information technology can
indeed benefit the organisation, the office and the employee.
4.3. Computers and Cognition.
In recent times studies concerned with human factors a,,::·uc~sof human-
computer interaction have begun to recognise cha Imporcauce of factors
traditionally associated with cognitive psychology. Indeed many cogni-
tive theories are applied to explain events whicb take place at the man-
machine interface (Badre and Shneiderman, 1982). The importance of the
individual's cognitive processes at such an interface cannot be denied.
There are however a number of problems which contribute to the difficul-
ties of conducting research in the field of cog~itive processing.
Firstly, the area is a constantly changing and expanding one, making the
application of one particular model or theory extremely difficult. Sec-
ond, thought processes cannot be separated from a host of other ongoing
activities which occur in the average indiVidual's complex environment.
Third, most individuals have preconceived notions of how they think, and
they need not always be correct (Allen, 1982). Such pr econcept Icns may
confound researchers, who request subj ects to identify their thought
processes at any given time. Furthermore, researchers may themselves hold
certain beliefs about their o..'il thought processes, proceeding to de"elop
and design hypotheses and experiments based on antruft ion , A further
problem is that cognitive processing is not a singular event, but rather
an ongoing stream of processes, making it difficult 1::0 identify specific
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events (Allen, 1982). Cognidve factors interact l.;ith other personal
var Labl es ,' for exa-npl s motivational and emotional variables, 1:0 determine
the level and extent of processing. Reward systems, physical health or
level of arousal would all interact with cognitive factors to determine
task performance (Allr.n, 1982; Rabbitt, 1979).
A major' factor confounding researchers is that of individual differences
in cognitive processe.s, strategies and styles (see sections 2.4. and
2.5.) . Wan (1970) defines cognHive style as the characteristic ways
in which an individual handles information, solves problems and takes
decisi~ns. Individual differences in cognitive style are said to affect
many aspects of problem-solving success (Ambardar, 1984). EvLdence sug-
gests differences in the relationship 0< (. ,.;r.itive style and ability to
performance (Ambardar , 1984). Cognitivr style appears to be consistent
across a wide variety of ir.formation-handling tasks. It. therefore re-
presents a preferred approach to the method of handling and processing
information, which need not be related to the format in which information
is presented. Cognitive styles &J:l!,(;arto be relatively stable and en-
during, and are referred to by Pask (1980) as individual differences in
cognitive function that result from such relatively permanent fac1:ors as
intelligence and personality, as well as from long-lasting cultural and
educational influences. ~~ilst abilities are also claimed to be enduring,
they are relatively t ask specific (Ambardar , 1984).
Since human-comput-er dnt er act aons are largely concerned with problem
solving activities, these ::'ndividual differences in cogni1:ive styles t.:ill
impact upon such interaction (Ambardar, 1984). If a problem is presented
in a manner suited to that computer user's own particular cognitive style,
problem solving will be that much more efficien1:. Optimal interaction
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between computer and user can only ex.i s t; if the match be ttceen the user
interface and the characteristics of the us ar is very close (Van der Veer,
1989). For this reason, a number of aur.hors have stressed the need for
coi.put e r systems which can be matched to the characteristics of the in-
dividual user (Hart In, 1973). There seems to be no reason why it shoutd
not be possible to present information to t.he user in ii manner that. fit~
his or her own individual cognitive style (Ambardar, 1984: Eas-vn and
Damodaran, 1981). Although possible, such an adaptive sys tun is not a
s Imp i.e mat t.er . As Norman (1986) states, users L.>not only differ in their
knowledge, skills and needs, but for ev~n one user the requirements for
one stage of activity may ~onflict with the req~irements of another stage.
Cognitive systems engineering is an approa~h to the ~~alysis of complex
man-machine systems which opar at es on the level of cognitive functions
rather than on the traditional physical and physiological levels
(Hollnagel &Woods, 1983), A cognitive system is an adaptive system which
functions using knowledge about itself and its env i ronmerrt in the: planning
and moddf.icat don of actions (Hollnagel & Ii"oods, 1983). Humans may
therefore be seen as such a system since they may adapt their planr and
,rategies in response to information gleaned from their surrc-md-ngs .
The aim of cognitive systems engineering is to develop a match b_tween
man and machine, whereby each may modify its functioning in response to
the other. Since man operates in terms of a 'psycho-logic' rather than
real logic (Hol Inage l & Ivoods, 1983), the machine shou Id be able to match
the user's characteristics on this cognit.ive level. Altering gny -cask
which hes to be performed, either quantitatively or qualitati~ely, will
result in a change in that cognitive system responsible for determining
system I s nerformance (Hollnagel & Hoods, 1983). This implies that any
change in the nature of a task will aher the workload imposed by that
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task. The machine should be able to cd~pt to, and match or compensate
for any variations in operator perfor.J·',~C! l:rought about by such change.
':'hi.r extremely broad statement: implies t . a m c .ine should be able ':0
identify the cognit~ve processes and r:caEoning the operator, and fUr-
ther still be ab l e Co respond to any changes in '"ven the smallest compo-
nents of such processes. This therefore requires a complete understanding
of the nature of an operatol's cognitive strateries and styles (see sec-
tion 2.5.)
The idea of this ~lose interaction between man and machine has long been
the province o. e~gon;mists (Oborne, 1ge5). The role of the psychologist
at work is to take into cons Ldarat fon Jlli aspects of the man-machine
interface (Mur:ell, 1969). The ongoing flow of information between man
and machine has been described as the 'man-machine' loon (Kic;.kerson,
1965), or the 'control loop concept' (Haya I and Shackel, 1961), and is
repr e-u.nt.ed schematically below (Figure 1)) The machine provides in-
formation on its current status to the operator who then manIpu l at es
controls to affect the machines functioning.
The rapid aevelopment and expansion of the computer industry pr as errt s new
challenge~ for the ergonomist (Nickerson, 1969). The growth of informa-
tion technology has led to subtle changes in the nature of the man-machine
loop, a concept which now seems too simple to deal wit:h such issues as
knowledge-cased systems. Ergonom~cs theref~re seems to require a shift
to more complex thinking if it is to deal with new workplaces and the new
machines within them effectively (Fisher, 1986).
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(lIdnp t.od from N I01", r son , 11]69).
4,l.. Chapter Summary
The above chapter dealt with the impact of technological chrulge upon the
indiv::'dual,organisation and society in general. The implications of such
advancements for clerical staff in particular was discussed. The need
for a match between user requirements and the system was mentioned, and
it was claimed that such a match should move beyond task related re-
qudrenent.s, ~'ith the ideal im:eraction being flexible and alIcwLng for
individual dif~erences in cognitive styles in users.
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CHAPTER 5 - The present study
5.1. Rationale of the experiment
The aim of the present study was to assess the impact of an imposed per-
formance strategy Upon subj ect Lve experiences of work.load , Beyond this
however, it attempted to Lnves t Lgat;e the interaction between the indi-
vidual (his or her specific abilities, skills and cognitive styles) the
system (across varyi~g levels of flexibility or structure) and the task
(which was clerical in : ature) ,
In line with the discussion of section 2.3., the study atrt empt.ed to adopt
a human-centred approach, working from the premise that "if the person
feels loaded and effon:ful, he is loaded and effortful" (Johannsen et al. ,
1979, p. 105). The method of subjective workload assessment therefore
seemed appropriate to the study. Fur"~nrmore, as welford (1978) states,
the opportunity for spontaneous comment by tho;; subject could provide in-
sight into tas., demands, operator I s capaciti.es and cognitive strategies
employed (section 2.3.). The study was particularly concerned with the
identification of methods aLJ strategies adopted by subjects within each
condition in order to perform the task at halld.
Since Moray (1982) and Skipper et al. (1986) support the view thnt sub-
jective workload assessment should be extended to new fialds of study,
and there was a severe lack of workload assessment in routine clerical
environments, it was felt that the two fields of study could be combined.
As discussed in section 4.2, the impacts of computing upon clerical
workers have been varied and widespread.
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Since the task for tha study wa,' an "solated event oc.curring at a specific
period of time, for individual subjects, Thibaut and Kelly's (1959) de-
finition of task was adopted. The task was a clerical assignment which
required individual subjects to use both overt and covert operations
(section 3.1.) to complete it successfully. These covert operations in-
cluded the processing of the information presented ani the strategies and
decision-making processes involved in the performance output.
This definition of task therefore aligns itself w::.th Sternberg's (1979)
level of the composite task i.e. thll complete task as viewed by the sub-
ject required ';0 perform it (see s sct Ion 3.1.). The composite task in-
volved the completion of a monthly stocktake, with subjec.ts transferrin;6
information from separate documents to a spreadsheet (see Appendix I).
Subtasks could be identified as the errt rv of each singular piece of in-
formation about a specific product :lnto the spreadsheet. These first two
of Sternberg's (1979) four levels are specifically concerned with the task
as t.he unit of analysis. Levels three and four however emphasise the
individual's contribution to task completion. The information-processing
components involved in taEk completion were assumed to include searching
and scanning activities, ordering, checking and rehearsal. This assump-
tion was tested once subj ect;« were given the opportunity to describe their
particu lar approach to performance. Netacomponents (Sternberg, 1979) are
the determinants of what compcnent processes, representations and strat-
egies should be applied to a given problem situation. It is therefore
these met.acompon .s which would be responsible for changes or refine-
ments of performance strategies, mld also for deci"ions about trade-offs
between performance accuracy and speed (see below).
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The task in question can be classified in terms of both the behaviour
description and r equ.Lrements approaches. Throughout task performance,
the subject was carefully observed, resulting in a description of the
overt behaviours involved in performance (behaviour des cr ipt Lon - section
3.1.) . These observed behaviours could then be compared with the
behaviours that we:.._~assumed to be necess ar+ for successful task com-
pletion (behaviour requirements - section 3.1.). The emphasis of this
procedure was therefore upon overt, observed behaviours, which included
organising behaviours, cl.ecking , scanning and searching, and so on. The
criticism of these two appro·.ches (section 3.1.) hinges upon their concern
with the observable, and relevant lack of insight into covert cognitive
functioning. In this study however, subjects were questioned thoroughly
about methods they had empLoyed during task performance, and the obser :
vat ion of overt behaviour of't en led the obsarver to ask pertinent
questions about methods employed. Furthermore, the subjective question-
naire used in the study reprnsented an attempt to understand levels of
dHfi.culty involved or the amount, of concentration subjects found neces-
sary for successful task completion. Ever, observed behaviours differ
considerably between individual subjec.ts ani so neither of these ap-
proaches should be viet.ed as underestimating the importance of individual
differences, not only across performance criteria such as speed and ac-
curacy, but also in the methods and strategies utilised in task com-
pl£'.:ion
A further issue raised in the in-depth discussion of tasks (Chapter 3)
is that of task selection (section 3.2.). Sternberg (1979) states that
researchers often use tasks that have pr evaoi,s ~y been used by other re-
searchers, or alterna':ively select tasks that correlate highly with pre-
viously used tasks i.e. are similar. In the present study however, this
represented a problem area since research in the field of clerical work-
load is scant. Neither of. these methods could therefore be employed.
Certain of S·_e.rnberg and Tulving I s (1977) four criteria also require a
pretest exa:nir.ation of the task (see sect Lon 3.2.). Quantifiability 0f
'h~ task is quite easily addressed. The stocktaking task in question was
assessed in terms of both reaction times and error rates, resulting in
ratio data wi,::'ch was easily analysed.
Rel.LabdLdty as a measure of the Irrt ern al cons as t ei.cy of the task and the
testing instrument (Anastasi, 1%8), I<I"S difficult to assess. The tra-
ditional reliability tests w~re not appropriate in the present study.
Doth the test-retest ~n~ alternate-form techniques are subject to prac-
tice effects (1968). Practice could impact upon the p'~formance indices
(for example a drop in reaction tIme and error rate), the workload meas-
ures (Gr-phe r an raune, 1984), and upon the cognitive strategies adopted
(familjarity with the task may lead to the adoption of a proven efficient
performance method, rather than che occurrence of strategy changes during
task c.ompletion). Split-half reliability posed the difficult question
of ho« to divide the task into two comparable halves. The subjective
rating scales adopted (the NASA-Bipolar and the SHATtechniques) had both
beer researched, applied and found reliable in a variety of laboratory
and simulation tasks (Eggemeier, Crabtree, Zingg, Reid and Shingledecker,
19'j2; Hart, Battiste and Lest.er, 1984; Reid, Eggemeier and Nygren, 1982:.
R'aid, Shingledecker and Eggemeier, 1981; Reid, Shingledecker, Nygren and
Eggemeier, 1981; Vidulich and Tsang, 1986). In an attempt. to improve the
reliability of both task and scale, testing conditions were held as uni-
form as possible (Anastasi, 1968) (see below).
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The question of valid::':::: of both task and scale is the question of what
they measure and ho~ ~e:l (Anastasi, 1968). The task was not specifically
desi~led or selected tc assess a chosen theory. It was chosen as a typ-
ical example of work f"orn a routine office job. It seems safe ~o 3ssume
that the task must irn?~se a par::icular level of workload (be that It-vel
high or lo~), and it is hypothesised that this workload will vary as the
structure of the task var Ies . The rating scale has however been specif-
ically designed to ass~ss this workload. In so far as the existence of
the workload construct ~s accepted, and the scale measures this construct,
the scale has construct validity (Anastasi, 1968). Subjective tEchniques
in general, and the 1:•• 0 specifically used for this study, have demon-
st rat ed good construct validity (usually examined by the ability of the
workLoad ratings to detect different levels of task difficulty that were
set a priori) (see Casali and \<:ie~'1dlle. 1984); Derrick, 1988; Vidulich
and Tsang, 1986; liier~::'lle and Connor, 1983). Furthermore, subjective
workload scales have geed face villidi.tj' (Yeh and \:iC'kens, 1988), appearing
to measure what they are supposed to. The scales being completed after
performancg were not in::rusive and so did not contaminate results by af-
fecting task performance (Casali and Il'ierwille, 1983).
Eason and Damodaran (1951) claim that information and structure are the
two important characteristics of tasks (see section 3.1.). Task infor-
matLon as presented ir. t he study was both complete and correct and
therefore did not act to prevent a subject from performing optimally i.e.
information d+d not place any limits upon performance (Navon and Gopher,
1979). The methodology of the study did however attempt +0 manipulate
the level of task structure. The task structure varied betwetn a condi-
tion where all aspects of t."he '.;ask were fixed (timing, sequence, method
and goals) to one ..rhe re the task ",'as less structured (on Iy .iUling and
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gDals fixed). As demDnstrate:! in Figure 8, the infDrmatiDn requirements
of these tWD tasks therefDre varied cDnsiderably. HDwever, althDugh in-
format Lon need not have been SDcLrcumecr Ibed in the mo.re flexible Dr the
two sc.t.uat ions , the pr es ent at Lon of information was standardised across
condd't Lor.s . It was felt that the granting of cxt.remely compl et;e Lnfor+
mation to subjects in the flexible cond itLcns should result in the
adopt.Lon of <0. .umbar of different strategies cr performance met.hods by
the subj ects concerned i.e. the more infDrmation available, the mcre
strategy options ver e available to each subject. In rormat Lon was there-
fore presented in suc.h a way as to enable the individual to deal with it
in a manner fitting his Dr her own cDgnitive style (see section 4.3.).
Furthermore"it was hoped that as an individual became familiar with the
task at hand hp. 0':: she would begin to adapt. or refine a selected per-
formance strategy in order to optimise performance, thereby demonstrating
the importance of the individual as an adaptive cognitive system requiring
a machine that can interpret and respond to such cognitive changes ef-
fectively (see section 4.3.).
A further element of the study was that of time stress. Senders (1979)
stated that without the dimension of t.ime stress, a t as' .: ,1 not produce
subjective feelings Df mental IDad (sectiDn 2.2.). By raising the issue
of a time-limit (which had to be reasonable so as not to overstress sub-
jects and distort results) the study att.empted to investigate if there
was any trade-Dff between speed and accura-y in an environment which
provd.ded little feedback and no extrinsic consequences, either pos It ivo
Dr negative. The issue of time demands has been discussed specifically
with regard to subjective measures. Thornt.on (1985) found that even short
periods of high workload \;ere likely to increase t.he t.ot a I workload rat-
ing, and this likelihood increases as the peak period occurs closer to
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the end of par fo+mance . This finding was contradicted by Yeh and Wicken:;-
(1985) who found that subjective ratings tend to reflect the average
workload. For the purposes of this study however, no peak periods of
workload seeme d to exist. The workload demands of the sub-tasks of the
composite task were similar, and so the subjective scales could be said
to demonstrate the average workload.
Now that the more general elements of the study have be~n outlined, it
becomes appropr iaue to consi.der the method employed in the stu '.yin
greater detail.
5.2. The present study
The independent variabla - The task
As stated above (section 5.1.) the task devel oped for t.he study was of a
clerical nature. The aim was to simulate a representative and routine
office-work job. The task tool' the ::vrm of a stock cont.rol exercise,
requiring the t.rens ferz-al of il'f'nnc.::'..onfrom different documents int.oa
unitary spreadshneu-rtype document. These different documents included
invoices, sales receipts and delivery orders, all with information con-
cerning a variety of different products, product-1:ypes and product-sizes.
Quanti~y figures fvr these produc1:s had 1:0 be found on the documents and
entered in the correct place on a series of spreadsheets represent ang d
monthly stocktaking record. S~bjects were also required to compute new
stock figures mentally, through simple addition and subtraction. (For a
complete example of the task and the standardised instructions given to
subjects see Appendix I).
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The same task was given to three separate groups of 5ubjects on an indi-
v.idua I basis.
conditions:
Condition 1: here both the documents and the spreadsheet were presented
in a 'tradd.t i.ona I pen and paper format. Rather than the
Each individual was randomly assigned to one of three
spreadsheet being presented on one ext reme Iy )arge piece of
paper however, it was broken down into a ',;eries of frames,
'i<'ith each piece of paper holding a frame identical and in
the sarna order as "Chose which would face a subject in con-
ditLon two or three 01' the computer screen (see below).
Apart from this restriction, subjects were free to deal with
the information and complete the task in any manner they
preferred;
Condition 2: here the same task was represent..;d upon 'the computer, with
a screen format, thereby involving an interaction between
subject, keyboard and screen. This being the only differ-
ence to condition 1, subjects were again entirely free to
select their own preferred 'Horking method, moving freely
betwaen the screens;
Condit.ion 3: here 'tl~.a same computer format was used. In this instance
however, t:le method for task completion became more st ruc-
tured. Subjects were forced to complete a single screen
fully be for e being allowed to move on, never be::.ng allowed
to return t:o a previous screen even if an error was idem:i-
fied at a later stage.
The presentation of these different: conditions allowed for a number of
important: comparisons: th comparison of a paper and pen format and 1\
computer screen forn.at, (in terms of both performance crit:eria and sub-
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j,~tive workload ratings); the comparison of ::::e two computer conditioLs
varying only in their level of structure (ag=.in into both performance
criteria and subjective workload ratings) i and the analysis of variations
and differences in cognitive strategies adopt ed by subjects across all
three conditions.
The dependent variables
Subjective mental workload
Subjective mental wurkloatl in the study was assessed through a scale
specifically developed and tailored to the tas~;. The dimensions covered
by the scale were taken from a comparison of :ne Subjective workload ao.-
sessment technique (SWAT) (Reid, Shang l edecse r and Eggemeier, 1981ai
Rein, Shingledecker, Nygren and Eggemeier, lS51b) and the NASA-Bipolar
technique (Hart, Battiste and Lester, 1984). The SIi'ATincluded the three
dimensions hypothesised by Sheridan and Simp. ~. (1979), namely time Load ;
mental effort load and psychological stress load. The NASA-Bipolar as-
sess es nine dimensions: task d.i f f i cuI tYi time ::-ressure;
performance;mental or sensory effort; phys:cal effort; frustrationi
stress; f at Lgua arid activity type (Vidulich am: Tsang, 1986). It: was felt
that certain of tllas€' dimensions overlapped, and so the scale included
the dimensions c r : t:im!' Ioad ; mental :,r se:::sory effort; psychological
snrcss and overall task difficul ty , thereby ecknow l edg.ing the multidi-
mensional nature of workload. One further dimens Lon of specific re l evance
to the s t ady and not included in either of the other two sca l es I-7aS that
of task structure.
Both the SliA'f and the !:\ASA-Bipolar methods ",ere specifically developed
t:o assess workload involved in aircraft: control, and so were unsu Irab l e
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for clerical workload assessment. Their usefulness cid not extend beyond
assistance in th8 selection of dimensions to be considered.
Four statements aimed at each of these five dimensions were included in
the ques t.Lonnaire and subjects were required '.:.0 state their agreement or
ddsagr e- '"ent with each of these statements on a f Iva-podrrt scale. The
complete rating scale can be found in Appendix II.
The five points were scored from -2 for strongly disagree to 2 for
stro~gly agree. Scores for the items on each dimension w~re added, giving
each Gubject a score for time load, ment"l or sensory effort, psycholog-
ical stress, overall task difficulty and task structure. The first of
chase five dimensions were added together again result.ing in a total
workload score. The structure dimens ion, having been Lnc Iuded without
evidence of its success as a workload dimension, was exclu~~d from this
total score. Worl,load analyses were then conducted on the five individual
dimensions as l"e11 as the total workload score (see Chapter 6).
Cognitive Procef;ses
The study was not only interested in the assessment of workload, but also
in the cognitive processes involved in task completion. The aim was t,
identify the constituent parts of an overall strategy for successful
performance, as well as any changes in st rategy \I'hichmay occur during
task completion (section 2.5.). This was achieved by not only allowing
for spontaneous comment t.hroughout performance, but also by a,~ing in-
depth questions after task completion (see Welford, 1978, section 2.3.).
Performance Heasures
Neasures of reaction ti'lJe and er rovs were included in the study to
strengthen the experimental design and to act; as an objective validato::
of the subjective tcork Load findings (see discussion on par fo rrnance meas-
ures , section 2.2.). It was expected that increased reaction times and
error rates woul d correspond with increased subjecti.ve r at augs .
Reaction times were measured with a stopwatch. Subjects were told that
they had fo r ty minutes within which to complete the task. This limit.
represented an attempt to introduce an element 0f time stress as discussed
earlier (section 2.1.). If subjects took longer than the a l Iot t ed time
however, they were allowed to continue and complete the task. Lrror rates
have often been used as a workload measure. Rouse ar.d Rouse (1983) sug-
gest that they are not only used as a measure of su~cessful performance.
The nature and causes of errors can offer insight into the cognitive
functioning of the individual allowing for the more effecr..ve design of
comput.er syst ons and training of computer operators. Error rates w= re
assessed after task completion by comparing the newly completed
spreadsheet to an original marksheet.
The experiment was conducted in a simulated offi~e environment. Incoming
Informat aon in the form of receipts, .mvo i ces and delivery orders (see
Appendix I) l was to be round in an in-tray on the desk. The data was
entered in a spreadsheet document, either paper based or computer based.
Tne task was a realistic example of a stocktaking procedure in a general
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dealer store. The realism of the environment and the presentation of
infcrmation were attempts at ensuring the generalisability of results.
Subjects
Each of the 1:h~ee experimental conditions was presented to 20 subjects
(60 subjects in total). It was essential that each subject should be
exposed to only one condition in order to prevent carry~over effects which
may have had important implications for performance. Subjects were dra~~
at random from a volunteer population of students, and friends and ac-
quaintances of the researcher. They were then randomly assigned to or.~
of the three conditions. Those subjects in conditions 2 and 3 required
an elementary knowledge of the computer keyboard layout. Beyond this, a
certain element of control for computer and keyboard familial"ity was in~
troduced through the use of a two frame example (see Appendix I). Sub-
jects in condition 1 also completed the example, meaning that all 60
subjects re equally familiarised with the actual task.
Procedure
Suhj ects were brought into the simulated office environment individually.
The requirements of the task were explained fully to each individual
subject in a standardis~d format (see Appendix Ii. Subjects were given
the opportunity 'Coexamine all of the document s , In condition 1 the:names
of t.he products on each fraMe of the spreadsneet were mentioned. In
conditions ~ and 3, subjects ~ere shown the eLtire spreadsheet, and the
method fOl' movd.ng ..etween frames was explained. The two frame example
was then given to all subjects and t.hey were free to discuss the task and
to ask any questions of the researcher. Once subjects began the complete
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task, although they may have talked to themselves or the researcher, there
was no d iscus sLon between t.hemsel.ves and the researcher about the task.
The researcher observed each subject for the dur&tion of task perfcrmance
- attempting to identify methods or stra~egies employed, and any changes
in these strategies. On finishing the task, subjects were asked to com-
plete the subjective workload scale (sp-eAppendix II). After t~is they
were asked to describe the method they had used during the exercise, and
to answer any questions the researcher may have.
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CHAPTER 6 - Statistical analysis and results
6.1. Statistical Analysis
As stated above (section 5.2.), the ::e::;earch des ign allowed for: the
comparison of a paper and pen format and a computer screen format (in
terms of both performance criteria and subjective workload ratings): the
comparison of the t· .J computer conditions varying only in their le'rel of
structure (again in both ~erformance criteria ~nd subjective worklca1
ratings); and the analyses of variations and differences in cogtd t Ive
strategies adopted by subjects across all three conditions.
To analyse the differences in performance criteria and work Load rat. ings
across the three conditions, the ana Iys Ls of variance 1;echnique CANOVA)
was used. This procedure is nsed to analyse the differences between
treetment means (Myers, 1980), and assesses whether the independent var-
iable is responsible for such differences (Elifson, Runyon & Haber, 1982).
The procedure examines components of variation (Runyon & Haber, 1980) and
separates "the variance ascribable to one group of causes from the vari-
ance ascribable to other groups" (Pf.sher , 1935, p. 391).
The ANOVArests upon three fUI'-iamental assumptions: homogenel.:y of vari-
ance j normality of distribution; and the independence of observations.
These assuffiptions are the same as those of the Students t-test (Hopkins
& Glass, 1978).
The as sump+Lon of homogeneity of variance ensures that existing differ-
ences in scores are :: result of the experimental condition and not due
to inherent differences that may have existed before analysis (Hyers,
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1980). Tomarkenand Serlin (1986) assert that random sampling oZ ~ubjects
serves to meet this requirement adequate ly. It: has been shownhowever
that when n's are equal, for both the student:'s t-test and the &~OVA,it
is not practically necessary to test for this assumption. w'henn' s are
equal, the increased possibility of a Type I error caused by heterogeneous
variances can be disregarded (Hopkins & Glass, 1978). Since in the
prr.serrt study n1 = n2 = n3 = 20, and the selection and allocation of
subjects to groups was randomly performed, the assumption of homogeneity
of variance was adequately met.
The second assum~tion is that of normality of diF~ribution. The dds -
tribution of observations amongst the sample group must therefore ae
normal (Hopkins & Glass, 1978). Tomarkenand Serlin (1986) assert th~t
~lthough it is impossible to validate this equation empirically, such a
normal curve ensures that findings maybe generalised to the larger pop'
ul ar ion from which the specific sample was drawn. Hopkf ns and Glass
(1978) state that ANOVAis "robust" with respect to the normality as-
sumption and so nonno=mality ha~ inconsequential results.
The final assumption is that of the independence of observations across
populations (Hopkins & Glass, 1978).
"If a random sample of persons r eceives a special treat-
ment and a separate r andom sample does not, the two r e-
su l ting means) Xl and X2, are said to be independent.
But if a sample is pretested, then receives the treat-
ment, and t.hen posttested, pretest scores Xl's and
posttest scores X2's will be correlated, that is not in-
dependent" (Hopkins & Glass, 1978, p. 234).
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Nonindependence can serious 1y affect probability statements concerning
Type I and Type II errors, and treatment effects may be claimed where none
exist (Hopk.ins & Glass, 1978). li'henever t ae treatment is individually
administered (as in the present 3tudy) independence presents no problem
(Ho~kins & Glass, 19i8).
The above discussion serves to demonstrate how the present study meets
the th:r.ee fundamental assumptions of ANOVA. Elifson, Runyon and Haber
(1982) state furthermore that the ANOVArequires interval scaling for the
dependent variable and nominal scaling for the independent variable. The
allocation of the numbers 1, 2 and 3 to the three treatment conditions
(Independent Variables in the present study) represents a nominal scale.
Both sets of performance data are ratio in nature with reaction time re-
pr es errt Jng a continuous scale and error rate discrete. (Subjective re-
sponses are ordinal and will be dealt with in detail at a later stage).
Performance Measures
An analysis of errors made by subjects during performance led to the ::!i"
vision of these errors into 4 categories: wrong addition (u miscalcu-
lation); wrong c~lumn (where a figure was placed in a wrong column or row
in the spreadsheet); missing value (where a figure was ommit t ed) j and
unexplained errors (errors that could not be explained by means of the
a~ove three reasons).
The ANOVAtherefore demonstrates when there is a significant diflerence
in the means of the dependent; variable across the trea'trnent condition,
the independent variable. A main effect can be described as the constant
and direct effect of an independent variable upon a dependent ve.rLabl e ,
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irrespective of the presence of other independent variables or modifying
influences (Suchet, 1984) .. In the present study therefore, the inde-
pendent variable (condit10n) was sho~~ to have a main effect upon the two
performance dependent variables (reaction time and erro~ rate).
Although the ANOVAdemonstrated a significant difference between the
treatment groups it did not specify between which of the three conditions
these differences occurred. For this reason the Duncan Is New Nul tiple
Range Test was used to compare the means across the three conditions.
This ~est does not require a significant F ratio, but it was essential
that the groups should be equal (n1 = n2 = n3).
Reaction time measures did differ significantly across all ~nree condi-
t10ns (see Tables 1 and 2) (p<O,OOOl). Judging from the means given in
Table 3 and the graphic representation of the means in Figure 12, the
reaction time Lncreasec; from condition 1 to 3. The computer format
lcondition 21 required more time to complete than the pen and paper format
(condd t I+n 1); and the imposed working method (condit.ion 3) took the
longest of all,
Conditions 1 and ~
It can be argued that through years of exper:.ence I-,'ith pen and paper,
condition :l was more familiar to many of the subjects than the computer
formal, t.he r af'or e requiring less time to compl ec e , Furthermore, the ease
of manLnuLa't fng the paper spreadsheecs may also have accounted for this
difference. :Jovement between the f r ames of the sp readsheeu in cO'1dition
2
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O[PENlJ.NT VARIAnLE elf SS F
Reaction Time 2 86999711,53 16,26 -fHHHHI-
Error Rato (Tota I) 2 611, ;>3 3,78 ~H~
- Hrong Add I t Ion 2 0,11 0,08 "
- H1'ong Column 2 12,113 2,5(' "- Missing Val"" ? 19,(" 2,99 "1- Unexplained Frror 2 7, II, 7,(,9 iHHHI-
* p<O,l; ** p<O.5; **** p<O,Orll; **ft~* p<O,()O()l .
....
o
w
Tobie 2: Duncan's Nr-w Multll'~lo Rango Tes. for
P.QJ'fOI]!t;!_rl<;O MOQ_suros
Dr.rENllENT VlIRllIlllE CONCH TlON 1 CONDITION 2 CONDITION 3
Rnact Ion Time " " "
E~ror RO!;" (Tota I) " " -
- Wrong I\ddIt Ion - - -
- Wrong Column " - "
- ~1Iss In9 Vo IlIO - " "
- Unexplained Error " - "
" Indicates n significant dl'ference between these conditions.
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CONDIT ION 1 CONDITION ., CONDITION 3 TOTAL
Xl sd ><2 sd )(3 sd X sd
-
Re~ction Tlml~ 2072,5 510,85 26411,6 471,41 2996,5 5!;9,27 2571,27 636,69
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was limited by the time required for the computer to process the commands.
Conditions 2 and 3
Conditions 2 and 3 were exactly alike except for the method of task com-
pletion. It is therefore safe to say that changes in reaction time across
these two conditions must have been due to this difference in performance
strategy, namely self -selected strategy versus imposed. (An indepth
discussion of performance strategies can be found be Iow in section 6.2.).
;'"'rorrates (Total) also differed across condition (Table 1, p<O,05), but
the D~n~:::.~'" ~ew Multiple Range Test (Table 2) demonstrated that the
greatest difference existed b~tween conditions 1 and 2. The graphic plot
of the means (Figure 13) demonstrates this drop in error rate (total)
clearly. In c.ondition 3, error rate increases again, but not to the level
of condition 1.
Conditions 1 and 2
The comparatively high error rate in cc dition 1 is found together wi~h
the lowest reaction time (see above). This necessitates the in-depth
examination of both the frequency and the nature of the errors which oc-
curred. Figures 14, 15, 16 and 17 derncns t r t.t e the occurrence of the
various types of errors graphically. Although none of the four specific
error types display considerable differences across conditions (see Table
2), Figures 14 to 17 all illustrate lower specific error rates in condi-
tion 2 than in condition 1. It therefore seems that there is no one
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strongly contributing error type, but when totalled, the difference in
errors across the first two.conditions becomes both clear and significant.
The speed of task complet.ion in condition 1 sugges ts that errors mayhave
been more likely to occur due to carelessness. As discussed above fa-
miliarity with the pen and paper format may have led to 8. degree of com-
placency in subjects. In condition 2, the lack of familiarity with t.he
computer may have encouraged subjects to take mor-ecare w.i.th t.," task,
resulting in less chance of making mistakes, anc. furthermore, more time
to identify and correct errors.
~ions 2 and 3
Although not. demonstrated to be significant, th" mean error totals in-
creased from condition 2 to condition 3 (see Table 3). The on)!' specific
error t:'pe which did not; echo his increase was wrong coIumn error. The
drop in wrong column errors was very small (Table 3). This would seem to
suggest t1:.at subjects ir, both computer conditions took equal care in
ensuring that the cursor was positioned in the correct square before en-
tering t.hE' figure.
Tabl e 2 demcnatrat es that a la:Lg('variation exisued between conditions 2.
and 3 for missing value errors (see Table 3 fo.' "leans). As stated above,
the only difference be::weenthese two cl1nditions was that in condition 2
strategy selection was a matter of choice whilst in condition 3 it was
imposed. Perhaps one cf the most important elements Clf the imposed
strateg) was that Bach frame of ~he spreadsheet had to be completed before
subjects could move on to .t.he next frame. Once "hey movedon however,
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Subjects could not moveback to an earlier screen. If an item was missed
therefore, a subject in condition 3, even if he or she identified the
error, could not go back to fill in the missing value. In condition 2,
since there was no such restriction, a subject could fill in a missed
entry at any stage. It seems .that thi.s practical point is likely to be
responsible for the difference in missing value errors across these two
conditie-ns.
Subjective 'workload Neasures
As stated above, subjective ratings of mental workload represent an
ordinal <ca l e, and do not therefore meet Elifson, Runyon and Haber's
(1982) requirements for the ANDVA. A non-parametric technique was
therefore applied, namely the Kruskal-\\allis test (see Table 4). Aswith
many of the ncr.-par amatrLc tests, the Kruskal-liallis replaces observed
scores with ranks (Ne1dis, 1980). This serves to simplify the distrib-
ution theory, and makes the test applicable in cases where ranks are
available but it maybe difficult to give numerical values to observations
(Kruskal, 1952).
liorkload Total
As a sum of the workload ratings across the five dimensions of the sub-
jective workload questionnaire, this score demonstrated differences at
the p<O,l level. Included in this total however are the two dimensions
of psychological stress and at ruct.ure , neither of which displayed any
convincing changes across conditions. It would therefore seem mo:-e fit-
ting to discuss the individual dimensions as well as the total score.
The data for each of the dimensions is summari.sed in Tabl e 5, and the
DEPENDENT VAl< 11\.1LE df Ch I-squn ro
Worl<1ond ro tn I 2 5,57 "- ovo rn II Dlfric:ulty 2 6,119 **
- MAnta I I Sensory Effort' ? 6,32 **
- Tlmo Lond 2 6,07 **
- Psychological Stross 2 3,59
- st.r-uo tur-e ? (l,67 "
'* p<O, 1; 4Hf p<."),O?
means are demonstrated graphically in Figures 18, 19, 20, 21, 22 and 23.
The diagrams highlight the fact that on every workload dimension subj acts
in condition 3 scored their work load more highly than those in condition
2. ~iith the exception of the time dimension, condition 1 was also scored
more highly than condition 2.
The total workload score was at its highest in condition 3 (X3 = -1,35),
middle in condition 1 (Xl = -3,20) and lowest in condition 2 (X2 = -8,45)
(see Table 5). The hypothesis of the study supported such an increase
in workload experienced across condition 2 and 3, because it was supposed
that a self-selected performance strategy would prove easier for subjects
than an imposed one. The relatively high workload of condition 1 is found
together with a high error rate. Possible explanations for this finding
are given be low,
Wrnn the workload total scores are v i ewed together with the convincing
reaction time scores and the interesting error rate results, it seems
clear that thEeY provide support for the hypothesis that changes i.n the
strucnur-s and working taethod of a task will impact upon the subjective
experiences of mental workload (sec:ion 5.1.).
Overall Difficulty, Hental or Sensory Effort and Time Load.
The dimens i.ons of overall difficuhy, mental or sensory effort and time
load all scored highly (p<O,OS). As discussed in Chapter 2, difficulty
has previously been shown to correlate positively and significantly with
the 'stress of time' construct (Philipp et al., 1971). Those findings
were not however repeated in this study (see Table 6). If the construct
of difficulty can be thought of as something requiring effort, then t.hese
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two dimensions are theoretically linked. The Pearson I5 correlation co-
efficients in Table 6 suggest such a relationship. Although researchers
(Philipp et al., 1971; Senders, 1979) have suggested that a positive re-
lationship should exist between these three factors (see section 2.3.),
the present study did not clearly support such suggesz Ions (se« Table 6).
Although they did not correlate highly (Table 6), tine load and reaction
time scores demonstrated a similar pattern (compare Figures 12 and 21).
Across the three conditions t.hcrefore , subjects not only took longer, but
also experienced the pressurE of time more keenly.
The relationship between ches e ':hree factors therefore seems to be more
complex th~n was suggested i~ th~ research discussed above (section 2.3.).
Psychological Stress and Structure
Neither rha dimens i on of psychological stress nor that of structure
produced any cO'lvincing results. Of the five dimensions included in the
tcork Ioud rating scale, these two proved to be the most difficult to def Ine
and operationalise. Unclear or ill-defined statements in the rating scale
may have been responsible for these poor results.
Despi te ins ignificant resul t.s , the means of the two dimensions demon-
strated a similar trend to the dimensions of overall difficulty, mental
or sensory effort and worklcad total (see Figures 16, 19,21, 22 and 23).
In all of these ~aS8S, SUbjEcts in condition 2 seemed to experience less
load than those i.n ",.~''lditiors 1 and 3.
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Conditions 1 and 2
Considering the meansof the vardous dimensions therefore (excluding tim~
load), the wor~load rated by subjects was always at its lowest in condi-
tion 2. T~is demonstrates a similar trend to the error rates discussed
above. The error rates therefore serve to validate the findings of the
subjective rating scale as was hop~d (section 5.2.1.).
A few possible interpretations of these results exist. A factor con-
tributing to t.he findings maybe the stereotyped image of the. traditional
"paper-pushing" stocktaking task. Connotations of monotony and boredom
mayhave led to a bias in those subjects performing the task in the tra-
ditional manner (condition 1). For those subjects making use of the
computer (an instrument still viewed as challenging and novel) the oppo-
site bias mayhave come ~nto play. Since subjects for conditions 2 and
3 were familiar w~th computers, it seems that they mayhave experienced
the positive and even job enhancing impacts of computers in their
workplaces or homes (see sections 4·.1. and 4.2.). This f avourabLo bias
may have resulted in them reporting lower workload scores than condition
1.
It could also be argued that through years of experience, individuals tend
to work with pen and paper in stereotyped ways. "ith computers however,
such stereotypes have not yet always developed. Particularly in condition
2 therefore, c condition which allowed for a great deat of flexibility,
by searching for effective and comfortable ways of performing the task,
subjects reduced their ownworkload.
:.26
Il'hethersuch biases and stereotypes existed or not, the findings of the
study have extremely Imporzant implications for the introduction of new
technology Ln the office. The introduction of the computer format not
only served to increase accuracy, but also reduced the workload of those
individuals who used the computer to perform the t ask , '::omputeri'.iation
of such tasks in the office environment would therefore have positive
implications for both the organisation and its individual employees.
Conditions 2 and 3
In the total workload score and all five individual workload dimensions,
condition 3 was scored more highly by subjects. This serves as support
tor the idea that the freedom to choose one's own working method should
be less Joad-dnduc Ing than performing a task by means of an enforced
method or strategy.
6.2. Cognitive strategies and sub-str~ies
Although any dLs cus sLon of cogni.tive strategies must focus upon indi\'id-
ual differences, group trends were apparent between and within the t.hree
conditions. For reasons of comprehensiveness, both group trends and in-
dividual differences in these trends \,:ill be discussed.
To simplif) data, strategi~s were grouped into three broad categories:
Category 1: "RDER PAGE DE·l'ERNINED.
SubjLcts falling into this category worked through the
spreadsheet according to the order of the invoices, receipts
and deHverr.orde::'s. They wcu ld therefore shuffle through
the screens or frames of the spreadsheet, searching for each
l"~~I
product on (for example) an invoice in turn. They dealt with
each item on the Invo i.ce from tor to bottom. This shuffling
wa~ extremely time consuming, particularly in the computer
format, since it took the computer time to process each page
up or page down comm~~d. Certain subjects learnt the order
in which frames were presented very quickly, whilst others
took a great deal longer, or indeed never seemed to remember
the frame order at all. Category 1 was however only availabls
to subjects in conditions 1 and 2, since condition 3 forced
the use of a category 2 strategy (see Table 7 for frequencies
of strategy usage).
Category 2: ORDER SCREEN DETERHINED.
Here subjects worked through the invoices, receipts and order
forms, ac.cording to the order in which ~he frames or screens
of the spreadsheet appeared. Unlike category 1 therefore it
was the spreadsheet itself une!not the individual forms that
determined the manner of task completion. Tab Le 7 shows the
frequency of category 2 adoption. In order to simplify tbis
method of task performance, many of the subjects shuffled
invoices, receipts and order forms so as to coincide with the
order of the screens as far as was possible (see below for a
further discussion of this sub-strategy). Some subjr.ct,s
would order the pages at the very beginning of the task se
that they needn It stop durmg performance. Others shuffled
the pages as they reached eac.h new screen, searching for the.
products that appeared before them on the screen. For the
subjects of condition 3, this strategy category wes 'the only
way to deal with the information at hand effectively. The
12.8
fact that other subjects did adopt this strategy however (see
Table 7) suggests that the structure enforced in condition 1
was not a completely unnatural one, which would have falsely
inflated workload scares. It was not perhaps therefore the
method of task completion in condition 3 in .self which
produced these high workload ratings but rather the fact that
it was enforced.
Category 3: For ease of analysis and discussion, subjects who did not seem
to follow either a page order or a screen order, were placed
in category 3. This group was however very small (see Table
7). Once again there were no condition 3 subjects in category
3. Ho£t of the subj ects in this category ordered the pages
into receipts, invoices and delivery orders before beginning
the task (see below for an in-depth discussion of this or~
dering), but they did not work through +he items on these
pages from top to bottom. It was noted that these subjects
read or dealt with the items selectively, seemingly searcring
for or noticing some specific characteristic on each page.
For example, two of the category 3 subjects worked through a
page searching for the items for the screen they were faced
Idth. Only once they had entered all of chase items would
they move on to the next screen. Once they had entered all
of the items on a page, they would move 0:1 to the next pag_
This method can therefore be seen as a variati·,. of the "order
page determined category I with the difference being that
items Ivere not dealt .;ith from top to bottom. The other three
of the cat.egory 3 subjects used a very different method. They
all filled in the items on each fra~e of the spreadsheet from
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left to right, therefore dealing wi~h one product (and even
one size of that product at a time). This method required a
great deal of paper shuffling, and each page was scanned for
a specific item.
Il'ithin each of tilese three strategy categories howvver , a variety of
sub-strategies were noted. Each of these ib discussed in detail below.
Ordering
The technique of ordering has be.enmentioned in passing abeNe. Ordering
proved to be the most popular of sub-strategies adopted across all three
conditions (see Table 7). Ordering occurred lo.'henprior to, or during
performance, su1j~cts divided the pages from the in-tray into three groups
- invoices, receipts ana delivery orders. This meant that they could deal
with each row of the spreadsheet (intake, sa l eu and OIl order) independ-
ently. For subjects in condition 1 and 2, this meant that tlley wouldwork
through the entire spreadsheet at least three times. For subjects in
condition 3, ordering helped them t.o place their ownorder upon the task,
even within the limits Impos-ed by the enforced working method. For all
subjects whomadeuse of ordering, the technique made it easier for them
to fill in entries in the correct row (helping to reduce wrong column
errors) . Those subjects who did not order the material scmet Imes expe-
rienced difficu).ty with entering information in the correct space.
Page Shuffling
A smaller prcpor t aoi. of subjects madeuse of t.he technique of page shuf-
fling (see Table 7). Afte': having o..dered the pages into t.r.e three
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STRI\TrGY CON!)I TION 1 CONIlITION ;> GONDITION 3
.1------
en Logary I 15 11
Gotogo ry ;> 2 7 20
ca togo ry 3 3 2
Orderl_ng 16 17 111
rag" sttllf'fllng 7 7 7
Tlcl<1ng off 6 8 15
vocn I r sa t ron 3 9 15
Totals, orders (, 10 (,
orders, totals 11 10 6
Nnt" t a k I nq 5 5 1
~;trntegy ct13rlqns 3 II 6
Table 7: .[_regue.nclgL0.!:....lliJJillLtllLELstratogles Rnd
sub- s t rn t_eJllE)~
-
STRATEGY CONIlITION 1 GONDITION 2 COND,TION 3
cu tego ry 1 15 11
Catogory 2 2 7 20
GoLegory 3 3 2
Iorne r I n9 Hi 17 111
Pogo 5 uffllng 7 7 7
Tlol<lng off 6 8 15
voca I I sa t I on 3 9 15
Totals, ardors s 10 6
Orders, taLa I 5 11 10 8
Note Lak I nq r; 5 1
Strategy changes 3 II Ii
groupings discussed above, these subj ect s at t empted to order the pages
within each group in a similar order to the presentation of products in
each frame of the spreadsheet. By shuffling paper, these subjects, as
well as those who made Use of the ordering, cut do~~ the amount of move-
men~·they would have to make between the pages of the spreadsheet later
on.
In order to simplify the task even further, certain subjects tickeJ,
marked or crossed out eac), item as it was entered on the spreadsheet.
This helped to reduce the load on memory, and to remove the need for
continual cross-chec~ing. This was used by u much larger proportion of
subjects in condition 3 than in conditions 1 and 2 (see Table 7). It seems
that because subjects could not deal with the information in any order
they wished, the technique may have helped them to structure it. In other
words, they were again attempting to deal Idth the information in a manner
which was more comfortable to them within the restraints of the enforced
method). Furthermore, since subjects in condition 3 could not return to
a previous screen to correct or enter an incor. ect or missed ent ry ,
ticking off helped them to ensure that all of the information for a given
screen had been entered.
Vocalisation
Certain subjects spoke to t:hemselves whils1:. they were performing the task.
This speech often took the form of the rehearsal of an entry I,hilst
searching for the correct space in which to put it. For some subjects
t:he:r.efore, speech served as a method of keeping information in the srort
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term memory (see :ection 2.4.). Other subjects chastised themselves vo-
ciferollsly when they identiHed an error - particularly subjects in COI1-
dition 3 since they could not return to correct an earlier mistake. Such
remarks indicated to the observer the degree of stress the subject was
experiencing, and this became clearer as subjects realised that they were
running out of time. See Table 7 for the frequencies of vocalisations
across conditions.
Order of Completion
Two different orders for completion of a screen or frame were identified
amongst those individuals who adopted an ordering technique (see above).
wbilst most subjects worked down the screen, completing intake and sales
in that order (see Appendix I), the order for the completion of the order
and totals rows varied. Some subjects preferred to comp let,e the totals
before the orders - working each screen from top to bottom, and breaking
the routine of the screen completion with the simple mathematics required
for the totals row. Other subjects preferred to complete the intake,
sales and orders before tackling the totals row . It seemed easier for
these individuals to maintain the pattern of thought required for the
paper shuffli~g aspect of the task, before switching to a different mental
process for the arithmetic. The remainder of the subjects Hl1ed in these
two rows wi1:hout adopting any par t Lcular pattern, varying bp.tween the two
methods (se~ Table 7 for frequen:ies).
Strategy Changes
Once again a fei,'of the subjects in each group (see Table 7) demonstrated
noticeable changes in the strategy and sub-strategies used for task com-
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p l et Lon , Such refinements in strategy usually appeared once subjects were
fully aware of what the t ask rrequd r ed , and how it woul d be best compl et ed .
These changes varied from a simpL ordering of the pages half way through
the task to a change from a ciceg,ry 1 t, a category 3 strategy.
A discussion, like that above, of both individual differences in strate-
gies adopted 8'":(i ;:;roup trends in performance methods, ensures the com-
prehensive examinat Ioz. of the various strategies and s cb+s t r.rt eg ies
utilised by subjects > the study. Such an analysis wouLd be sential
in the development of an interactive human-computer- environment.
13..
CHAPTER 7 - CONCLUSIONS
Reaction time results increased cons i snent.Iy from condition 1 to 3.
Subje:.ts in the paper-based task seemed ab l e to manipulate the pages :nore
r eadd Iy than subjects in condition 2 who were dependent uoon the computer
response time. The rise in reaction time from condition 2 to 3 would
suggest that en imposed performance strategy hampe-red subjects in their
compl.e t Lon cf the task. A self-selected strategy, being more comfortable
for the subject resulted in faster task completion.
Error rate results were supported by the workload findings. The drop in
both errors and ~~rkload found across condition 1 and 2 bodes well fo"
the introduction of new technology in the office. However, whilst the
changes in accuracy and workbad demonstrated between conditions 1 and 2
were decidedly positive, changes from condition 2 to 3 were not. Used
correctly therefore, technological advances may benefit both organisation
and individual. Incorrectly applied, there are negative repercust>:i.ons
for the organisation (in terms of a drop ill accuracy and product Iv+ty)
and employees (with the increase in experiences of workload).
Indavf.dua l differences in cognitive strategies and styles discussed in
section 6.2. highlight the need for an adaptive computer system, which
responds to variations in an ir.~Hvidual t S working methods, presenting
information in a suitable manner. The number of combinatlons of strate-
gies and sub-strat.egies foun., , highlights the often extremely subtle
differences between individuals. Developing a system sufficiently flex-
ible tr.· ada!" to such subtleties is not a simple task. Results do however
suggest that as far as is possible, designers should al1ol~ for the indi-
vidual to adopt his or her own working method, designing as much i lexa-
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bHity as possible into the system, rather than allowing the syst.em to
impose a performance routine.
The study has highlighted the need for a global approach to the field of
human-comput.er interaction. The indiVidual, his or her experiences of
the task, and the cognitive styles and st rat.e; ies he or she brings to task
perfcrmance, are as important as the ta~k, and the machine used to perform
it. '111estudy has st ress ed the importance o.c workload and cogadt Ive
funcuLonLng to the design of computer systems. Only once human factors
consIde rat tens are s er aously applied to the dusLgn of syst.ers will
organisatl.ons, users and desLgners all benefit. Further res e "rch into
"ognitive approaches to task performance is required before a truly
flexible and adaptive computer system can be developec:d. Cognitive engi-
neering, as the study of the cognitive aspects of human-machIne inter-
action (Nor.nan , 19117) requires a great deal of attention from
human-factors rf.'search.
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Instructions for Condition 1
Before you you will find an intray filled with receipts, invoices end
order forms. You are required to complete a stocktaking spreadsheet for
a variety of products.
The spreadsheet has a variety of columns which require completion. The
Existing Stock row has already been filled with stock figures from the
previous month. The row labelled Stock Intake should be filled with
figures found on the Deliver'· Notice-Invoice forms in tne intray. Like-
wise the Sales figures can be found on the ~eceipts. From these figures
new current stock figures must be calculated by adding existing stock with
stock intake, and subtrccting the sales figures. The answer must be
placed in the Total row. Finally Deliv~ry Order forms provide the figures
for the row labelled Stock on Order.
You will never have to fill in tW('lanswers in one square, or get a negative
total amount. Should either of these two occur, you have made 8 mistake.
It is your choice whether or not you wish to correct a mistake.
Y011 may fill in these for.ns in the way you find easiest or most conven-
ient. You will be timed and there is a time limit of 40 minutes. First
try this short example. If you make a mistake, simply cross out your
answer and write a new one in its place. Do not erase incorrect answers.
Remember to read the title of each form extremely carefully. If you do
not understand what is required of you please ask now.
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Instructions for Condition 2
Before you you will find an intray filled with receipts, invoices and
order forms. You are required to complete a stocktaking spreadsheet for
a variety of products.
Ine spreadsheet has a variety of columns which require completion. The
Existing Stock row has already been filled with stock figures from the
previous month. The row labelled Stock Irrtake should be filled wi~h
figures found on the Delivery Notice-Invoice forms in the intraY. Like-
wise the Sales figures can be found on the Receipts. From these figures
ne~ current stock figuref, must be calculated by adding existing stock with
stock intake, and subtracting the sales figures. The answer must be
placed in the Total row. ~inally Delivery Order forms provide the fir-ures
for the row labelled Stock on Order.
You will never have to fill in two answers in one square, or get a negative
total amount. Should either of these two occur, you have made a mistake.
It is your choice whether or not you wish to correct a mistake.
You may move between the different screens of the spreadsheet at will,
simply by moving the page up/page dOI;'I1keys. Movement I;'ithinthe screens
is by means of the cursor ke',~ Each answer requires that the enter key
be pressed before it will appear in the spreadsheet. You will be timed
and there is a time limit of 40 minutes. First try this short example.
You may correct mistakes simply by typing your new answer over the ori-
ginal. Remember to read the title of each form extr~mely carefully. If
you do not understand what is required of you, please ask now.
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Instructions for Condltion 3
Before you you will find an intray filled with receipts, invoices and
order forms. You are required to complete a stocktaking spreadsheet for
a var Letiy of products.
The spreadsheet has a variety of columns which require comp:nt::on. The
ExistinlL c; ..~ ~k row has already been filled with stock figures from the
previous month. The row labelled Stock Intake should be filled with
figures found on the D~livery NotiCE-Invoice forms in the intray. Like-
wise the Sales figures can be found on the Receipts. From these figures
new current stock figures must be calculated by adding existing stock with
stock intake, and subtracting the sales figures. The answer must be
placed in the Total row. Finally Delivery Order forlusprovide the figures
.or the row labelled Stock on Order.
You will never have to fill in two answers in one square, or get a negative
total amount. Shou;1 either of these two occur, you have made a mistake.
It is your choice whether or not you wish to correct a mistake.
You are required to complete each screen of 1:he spreadsheet fully before
moving to the next screen. Once you move fo~~ards to another screen you
will not be able to move backwards to an earlier screen. You may move
on to the next screen by pressing the page down key. Within each screen
movement is determined by means of thE.cursos keys" Each answer requires
that the enter key be pressed before it will appear in the spreadsheet.
You will be timed and there t~ill be a tim" limit of 40 minutes. First
try this short example. You may correct mistakes by typing your net<'an-
swer over the original. Remember to read the title of each form exureme ly
IS8
carefully. If you d0 not understand what is required of you please ask
now.
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r- OIL FLOUR
Sunflower Olive Self- White Hhole-
raising wheat
750! 2 ! 750! T-- -500T1- -~ ..y--:;-;: li~STOCK 5 2 I 5 1 I 2.5
ml I 1 1 1 ml I 1 I 1 e I kg kg I kg J{g I J{gI I I I 1 I
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I
IL. _
-------~---------.
Date: 1'i1 /12/'60.
ili~antity ,
2.~ !kls. Double. p~ Toilec Rolls 'X c,,'s
It? Pkl:.!,. 51rele.. p~ "Toilet Rolls '>( ",'s
14- fbl:.l:les (ondIHo\1ef- Oi~ ~a'\Y'
lie [)o~l:.Ies CcMcli l:iOl"e(' - D~ "air
20 f>oH.les 5haml'00 - Normal ~ait'
Gost
i2.49 ·91
R2.4·(o(o
Rss· 24
f(<olc.S("
G.S.T. R "(,,.03~-.-.~~-~
Totri!
I
I
I_ __• ~ .. ..J
Dnto: 1~"2/S9
Quantity'
I
I .
1160me. tubs WhipPlfI,g ((€01T1
12~ bo')(es Aul:.omabc. W:lshl~3
I Pow:Je.r
I 'Z ~ bo\(e~ \lord WQe.h~ fbwcktr
I \.t bottles ~~ulaY" fobn6 So~ ~~...r
lit batt. Ie:; (omentv-akd i='o\n;t.
I Gc>~beher'
RECEIPT
III
14
\9
G.S.T.
Total
Cost
Q15· 9'1
I
I
I
i
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Total R4o(c.oo I
I
Dete r eco ived ___!/.!31~'i__ 1
I
Sign(\d ~ i'-- ~-~--~-~_=_-_l
Quantity
20
1.0
15
20
20
DELIVERY NOTICE - INVOICE
1
IIi. botk\e6 1<~9'JI0I- ~Qb(J(:, :5oH:;e.nu
I
12£ boWes (OhW\t,(O ~ed fabrl(.I 6ofbe.N;! ....
1121{,9 boxes Au!xJmal:.ti:. r!Qsh,;',9
1 Powder
I ? ke boxes "ord Wash'rB Powder
IPkl::s. 51~fe p~ Toilet I(olls X 10's
12.75·00
12..130'00
1<7$·00
J<:Z4 ·00
------------~------------~
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
i
I
I
I
I__I
Lost
11:25' ,3S
12q·,30
«21·50
1E'.3'1. q5
R14 ·91"
1(48· 45
Sub-total _-,<1"'5·61
G.8.T. _~~S2.~ __
Total _f.~~~t:_9__ __~_
Quantity
10
10
1'2.
10
DELIVERY ORDER
5
II 2,5 ~ =e- Whol,-wheC\!:; Flour'
12,5 k:3 bClj6 Nhil:;e .flour'
1600~ baas SeI{:· k'aisu:'s Flour
11258 bOX€6 \-,Jl,ote ~f>pe.rc.oms
I 250,9 box.-es INhol~ Pe{:>Pef<.<JfI'"IS
I se bo~tJe5 5..ml!lower Oil5
Date
Signed
Quantity
10
10
20
10
10
10
DELIVEkY ORDER
Item
500,9 bCl(J5 lodilSed Sail:"
SOo,9 Ixt5s PIQin 6all:..,~bass lodisE'd 5011:.
2..e. bot.Ues 6v:"\Clower od
750 m.Q. 1:ct..l:..les
5 fl bohl:.les Olive.
5.....,~loWe( 0,1
oil
Date ~2/99
Date required __2__!t.:-'2-L!."!_
Signed
----,
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
,_j
r
I DELIVERY ORDER I
I I
I Quantity Ite.!!! I
I I I
I
10
I
box'C!!s Tealeoves
I
I 150°$ I
1 10 I boxes. Teobo3s II 1 &00,9 j1
Instant.
J
1 10 1500,9 cans (o~~ee I
1 I 685 GI'"OLlnd CoHeebeons
I
I 10 I ZS0,g I
I 1 1
1 5 I 7501'>11 bobbles OliVe.. Oil I
I 1
boxes PeppeY
I
1 5 1 2503 GfOund II
I ,
_l4/~_
I
I Date I
I
Date rnqu i r ed __t1j't 2L_fi:9
I
1 I
1 -;f/-.:-:- II Signer! __~._~~____~_ I._~~_~ ___~ ____J
....
co
'"
r-----
15
20
1.0
10
12
120
20
DELIVERY ORlllill
Item
1.£ bo1:.1:;1es O(on.ge ( otdd(' .... lt
'2.R. bol:k.les l~mDn C.oldd'-Ink
I.e. bo 1:.1;: Ie:, Cola (olold,,'nl<..
'2.00g boxes Teobo.js
250,,5 boSs Whole L.oH~_ebc.an S
50°3 boSs Whole (o~~.be.on.s
'2.50,9 (J::Jn.s 'In:sl;,,,'''t eor{:ee.
!Jate
Dete required
Signed
Quantity
15
24-
24
24
810
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
L
24
IS
DELIVERY ORDER
Item
2.e. bot.t:.les Sl<.lm Milk.
I.e. hol:.l::les full ueam Milk,
2.£ \)o1:;l::.les Full ((eol'Y1 !V1;i~
I.Q. bot.tles Lew FQI:. Mi'lk
250 hI1 COnS Oi"0"ae. CoIoId (i .-\]1..
250~ (.01"l5 Lemon Colddn·V'\N:.
I .e bot.~le5 Lemon
Ilate
Dote rnqu irnd _ 2...0/IZ/Sq_
S"gnr>d ~
r·--------"---------""---"-~- ---""
I
II Quantity
I
10
15
10
1'2,
10
DELIVERY ORll~~
Item
1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
DELIVERY ORDER
2,0 I?o 1:.1:.1es shcm,\X>0 - Ho..."..,al \laIr'
'2.0 I?otl:\es c..ol""dil;>"ohU- 'D~ I\a,;'-
10
1. \(,9 bo')(~s Au\:.omal::lc.. Washl~ Powd~1"
Zka bOKI!S "al-dwo6h.~ PoWd<if
I.e tlAbs Nobural 'f0_ghl.AK:.
15
10
Date J81'~/!_9 _
Date requ i r ed . J1J_IZ!S.Cj__
_ '.1..•• ""S ignpcl m--:-
r---
I
I
I .QuantJly
I
I
I 1..0
I
I :20
I
I 20
I
I IS
I
I 15
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I1___ "
,_.
\0,_.
I
I
I Pkl:.s, &"';9)e p~ loilel:. Re\ls )( ,:..'s
II Pk.\:.s, Double.. p~ Toil<!~ I<olls,
I
I I.e. bo~l:.les
II .e. battles
II lOot!:.les Conr:'Ib't:>ne.t - O,,~ Ib,'r
I
I
12"'a",lclI" F'abric. SoH.ener
(..,hc.enI:;(O Ioe::I l=abn<.. !>ok:.er.e>"
Date -1{l'"tl2.I~9"
Date r equ i r nd "2.'112.1li'5
Signee!
" I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
TASK
Spreadsheets
192
-OIL FLO
r-' Sunflower Olive Self- Whi
raising
'--' -STOCK 750! 2 ! 5 750! 2 I 5 500! 1 1 II I
ml I 1 I 1 ml f 1 f 1 g , kg Itl'! ,f , f I , ,
:.-i-I-:: - I .---Existing 10 f IS , 10 9 ! 5! 'I 12 , 16 2o,
Intalte I I , , -, !, ,
Sales I I '-t--, ! !I I I Ir- I --t-. --t-- ITotals ! !: , I Ii ! I ,---- --~i[ On order ! ! J_ 1 I I.I J~_ '--_
OR
te Whule-
wheat
I2.5 1 I 2.5
kg kg: kg
t-z'4£ 24' ";:-
---t-~, i'-
I~+--t--
I
.....
\0
W
,.------_. --- --
SALT PEPPER
Plain Iodised Ground Corns
t-
STOCK 500! 1 500! 1 125! 250 125! 250
g I kg g I kg g I 15 g I gI I I I
Ex is t Jng 10 ! 15 1'7 ! 2? s-!Z- I-.~t:-:-12 : 2S
Intake -, , 1- !
+ i ; i~Sales ! !I Ii I r-~Totals ! ! : If--. ---J I----t--On order I ! -r I
---'-
-
TEA
Leaves Bags Inst.
- --STOCK 200! 500 200! 500 -z5OT
€A I g g I g g II I ,
Existing '1 I IS' ---t--- -::-i-, 2 I s- 15 I
,--
! -t- ---I-Intake : I
Sales -t ! rI I-- I --1-Totals ! I :I _l__~On order I ! !-. __t___L-..-L 1
COFFEE
'''---~--r------
ant Hhole
beans
Gr-ound
beans
--COLDDRINKS_. ---
Cola Orange Lemon
IT----'::--STOCK 250:--1: 2 250!- i ! 2 250! I 6
ml I I I 1 ml I 1 I 1 ml I 1 I 1I : I I : It---t-Existing 24 ! 'I ! Ib 29 I Bib o ! 13 ! 20
Intake ! ! I I -i II I I I
Sales ! ! ! ! ! !
Totals r! -j----j---I-'-i--j-~I I I I- !-t-On order ! ! ! !
i
I I
-
YOGHURT MILK
Fruit Natural Skim Low fat Full cream
STOCK 25O! 1 250! 1 1 ! 2 1 ! 2 SOD! 1 ! 2
ml I 1 ml I 1 I I 1 I I 1 ml I 1 I II I I I I , --Existing 9! 10 b ! /0 2 ! S' 9 ! " (:, ! (} ! .3
Intake ! ! ! r ! -i-,
Sales ! ! ! ! ! i-I
Totals ! ! ! ! -t-- !I
i i i I IOn order ! ! ! !
j L i i
I :
CREAM SHAMPOO CONDITIONER
Whipping Thick Sour Nml Oil Dry + Dry_._ 150!STOCK 300 150! 300 150! 30D I I i Iml I ml ml I ml ml I ml I I I II 1 I I I I I.i I I 13 ..1Existing 2 ! .3 .5 ! 0 3! 2 /0 I ~ I S 8 ! 2. - I .1 t-Intake ! ! ! I ! ! I
Sales , ! ! r--j. , I II I I
Totals , ! ! -i , I I_1 I ,i ---t-On order ! ! ! ! ! !
i ; ..1 ..1 J.
I FABRIC SOFTENERTOILET ROLLS WASHING POWDER
Single
ply
Double
ply
HandAnto Ilegular Concen-
trate
-6 ! 12
I
I
1-:2 1! 2
1: 1 1: 1
Existing 3! S 8 ! '2 '2!.3 o! 2 5! 0 f 2! 2
r_-------;----fi---;---;--~----"r_--r---r_I--f---l___
: .i t ake ! ! ! ! I !
l----S-al"-e-s- -l---t--+----r---+--"-t----- --t----l--t"--- ~-"r--
! ; L--~ I J _:f-----+--t---- ""--+---+--1 -, 1
Totals I ! I ! I !
! t ,- " ! r--r- -----i
'-- --' __ "--_-'- __ I__ " _L-
1 ! 2
kg : kg
6 ! 12
I
I
1 ! 2
kg : k~
STOCK
On order
APPENDIX II
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Kindly read the statements on the following pages and state your opinion
by ticking the appropriate square next to each statement.
201
I
I II
I
I .?;> e ~Q)
I
Q) .... "00 Cl .... 00 ....
I I:: Q) Q) .... 00 I:: 00o Cl Cl ::; I';) 01';)
I H .... ... '" '" .... '"wOO 00 0: ..... .j.J '_Ien "' -e ::; :::l "'"0
I
I
short .1
,
I
I
I11
The time allowed fOl task ccraplet ion was too I II
12 The completion of the task required a great deal of i I I IIconcentration. I i II
13 I found the task difficult to complete
successfully.
I i i I i
I I
- II I I
14 I found the task to be mentally tiring. I i !
I I I i
I- I -+-'-1I had to think very hard to complete the task I IIJ
[correctly. I
I I I
I
:16 The time restriction in the task made me feel II
I
'pr€:bsurised. I I
I I '
I
I
r-I!7 I found the task to be frustrating. !
I 1, i l___j--------,
I
I I I I
I
I
,8 Thp. time limit made the task seem to be more I ! 'I II I
1
I I idifficult. I I
I I i I I II I 1~
I I
I
~ ~~ __ ~ __ -4 __
9 I felt that the task was complicated.
10 The way in which the task was structured was
•frustrating.
202
.---------------------. --------------------------r--~----,_------_r--~
I I~
t.()
c:: Q) Q)
o Q) '"l-< l-< l-<
j.)t.() t.()
00'1> ..:
I
0 was a ways aware t at wou ave to urry 1n :
I
I
:order to finish in time. i
I
!
!
~I found that
I I
the task called for a concentrated I I
I
I
I
lmental
I
effort. I III 1
III The way information was presente~ made the task
Imore complicated.
ri 12 The task I"as not simple to perform.
r---
113 The task required a great deal of thought to be
[completed successfully.
L_ ~--+_--
'14 Performing the task made me feel stressed.
15 The format of the task added to its difficulty.
h ld h h
,18 I felt tired after I had completed the task.
j
I
I
i19 The task could have bE'en presented and/or
!performed in an easier way.
:
20 Overall I found the task to be difficult.
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